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The City of the Festival
expansions in time and scale
The Puja season was barely over in 2007. The Durga
Puja hoardings from the past month were still
lingering on street corners, as were remnants of
architectural structures from Puja tableaux in many
of the grounds owned by the organizing clubs. To
quote a newspaper report, ‘even as the dhak of Puja
2007 rings in our ears’, one of the community Puja
organizers of north Kolkata launched the novel
initiative of flagging off a formal launch of the festival
for the following year. On a Saturday evening in late
November, the Hatibagan Sarbojanin Durgotsav
Committee brought together five prominent Puja
‘theme-makers’ at a neighbourhood function, to
unveil a logo and flag off a fundraising campaign for
the following year’s Durga Puja. At a time of intense
competition and rival bids for publicity, the aim of the
organizers was to gain an edge in this teeming field,
attract corporate sponsors and, most importantly,
convey the sense (to both local volunteers and outside
funding agencies) of the Pujas as a round-the-year
enterprise.1 This small event aptly epitomizes the
growing corporate ambitions and self-projections of
this local city festival. It also encapsulates some of
the main themes pertaining to the Durga Pujas in
contemporary Kolkata that I will profile in this book.
We are introduced to a small para club from a rundown residential locality in the traditional northern

quarters of the city as an archetypal key player in
this festival phenomenon. Hatibagan as a Puja site,
along with several other similar neighbourhoods and
city alleys across the length and breadth of Kolkata,
will come up often in this account. (See 1.1) We also
come to know of the all-important role of a group
of artists and designers, who are given the curious
label of ‘theme-makers’ in local parlance, in keeping
with the new genre of ‘theme’ Pujas that they
came to specialize in. We encounter, in parallel,
the predominant concerns with fundraising,
advertisements, sponsorship and award contests
that are integral to the economics of the current
event. That the launch ceremony at Hatibagan
featured a performance on the Durga legend by
the masked Chhau dancers of Purulia (see 1.2) also
points to the proliferating taste for the ‘folk’, for
the many dying rural and tribal art forms from
different parts of the country, in the new designer
aesthetics of the urban Puja. We will return to many
of these themes over the course of the book. For
the moment, let me turn to the central trend that
is presaged by the Hatibagan committee’s launch
of the Pujas of 2008: the year-long stretching out
of the calendar of this five-day autumn festival.
As it sets out to paint in broad strokes the image
of the festive city, this chapter tracks the shifting
temporal and spatial registers of the annual event
within the template of urban life and activity. It
marks the different points of beginnings of the
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all the community and apartment Pujas in the main
metropolitan Hzone (at that time, dissected into 15
boroughs and 141 wards) tallied to around 3,400.
This comprehensive list was made available by the
Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation (CESC),
whose territorial jurisdiction almost exactly matches
that of the Kolkata Municipal Corporation (KMC).4
If we were to add to this the extra few hundreds of
Pujas that have risen to increasing prominence in
the satellite township of Salt Lake (officially called
Bidhannagar),5 and other new residential extensions
into the north, east and south of the metropolis, we
are probably looking at a total tabulation of around
4,000 clubs and production units.6

1.1 Hatibagan Sarbojanin Puja site with the pavilion and image
designed by Parimal Pal, 2006

festival in an indulgently stretched-out timeline
of its conception and preparation, from the long
months of its gestation to the weeks of its frenetic
build-up and the crowning week of its full-blown
glory. And it shows how the festival turns the entire
metropolis into a vast venue of local tourism and
mass spectatorship.
The city’s media and its many circles of Puja
enthusiasts, organizers and sponsors never fail
to tell us that this favourite festival of Bengalis
has today taken on the dimension of one of the
world’s grandest urban celebrations.2 What was
always big in the city seems to be taking on new
dimensions every passing year. We find, however,
that the measure of scale does not lie in any
significant escalation in the number of community
or household Pujas that are held in the immediate
and greater municipality area. In the early 1980s,
the rough count of the total number of Durga Pujas
in the urban metropolitan area was said to be over
3,000; the count included all three categories of the
Sarbojanin Pujas, the traditional Banedi Bari Pujas
and the upcoming cluster of housing block Pujas.
From 1982 to 1985, the number of Sarbojanin
Pujas in the city, in fact, dropped from 1,075 to
1,029, with the closing down of some and a merger
of a few others.3 In 2006–2007, an exhaustive list of

Yet numbers, difficult as they are to fully track,
constitute only a small part of the story of the
expanding dimensions of Durga Puja in the city. The
transforming scale of the contemporary festival is
best studied through a graph of rising budgets, new
forms of sponsorships and promotional strategies,
and a thickening cluster of ‘theme’ Pujas. As new
orders of art and craft productions proliferate in
this festival field, there is a greater density of the
event to be experienced in pandals that crop up in
every second alley, every other park or empty plot,
and every few yards of a neighbourhood. (See 1.3)
There is also greater and greater publicity for each
Puja—especially those of the ‘theme’ variety—that

1.2 Hatibagan Puja launch, Chhau dance performance,
November 2007. Courtesy: Joydeep Kundu
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1.3 Tribal village complex designed by Prashanta Pal, Khidirpur 25 Pally Puja, 2010

floods the city space for weeks before and after the
event. Sections of pandal structures often linger
on in neighbourhood grounds and parks that do
not need to be immediately vacated, to be slightly
trussed up and put to fresh use eighteen days later
for the Kali Pujas being organized in the same
sites. Then, long after the pandals disappear and
city spaces return to their earlier, everyday uses,
Puja hoardings, prize announcements and Bijoya
greeting banners continue to remind us of the
festival that has gone by. In parts of the city, bamboo
poles from dismantled pandals often remain stacked
in the corners of open grounds through the year,
waiting to be reused for the scaffoldings of the next
season’s festivities. The resonance of the Pujas wraps
the city thickly, and then slowly wears thin, but
never seems to entirely leave it. This sense of visual
permeation of the city by the festival belies the

statistics of relatively stagnant numbers and the fact
that the city’s municipal corporation, fire and police
services, overstretched as their resources are during
this season, have not easily granted permission
for new community Pujas within their territorial
jurisdiction for several years now.
The nature of the urban spectacle, as I will show in
the next chapters, underwent a sea-change during the
2000s, with the priorities shifting from magnitude
and opulence to an alternative streamlined aesthetics
of art, craftsmanship and design. (See 1.4, 1.5) Yet
smallness in scale went hand in hand with a heightened
visibility of these new-look Pujas—a visibility that
manifests itself in a spate of promotional posters,
advertisements, newspaper and television reports
that take us from their conception to the grand finale
of judgments and awards.
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1.4 An older-style opulent architectural structure made by
traditional pandal-makers of Shantipur, Nadia, College Square
Puja, 2007

1.5 A newer genre of a bamboo and jute pandal made by a
local designer, Tapas Kharati. at the Puja of Beltala Vidyasagar
colony, Bagha Jatin, 2007

The growing scale of the contemporary festival finds,
of course, its most important index in the spending
powers and escalating budgets of Puja committees,
different proportions of which are invested in
designer fees, costs of images and pandals, publicity
and promotional campaigns, and also increasingly in
website management and nominations for multiple
awards.7 Reports in the Jugantar and Ananda Bazaar
Patrika provide a rough estimate of the spiraling
graph of expenditure of Sarbojanin Pujas from the
1950s. In 1957, with each community Puja spending
on an average of Rs. 8,000 to 12,000, the collective
expenditure was around Rs. 25 lakhs;8 in 1984 that
total had risen to an approximate 2 crores, which was
considered a phenomenal sum by the measures of the
time.9 In 1987, the biggest community Pujas were
said to have budgets ranging from 1.5 to 4 lakhs;10
twenty years later, our interviews with Puja organizers
revealed that those figures had moved anywhere
between 20 to 25 lakhs, with even the smallest
varieties of ‘theme’ Pujas requiring a minimum of 7–8
lakhs at their disposal. A huge upward swing in Puja
expenditure had already set in by the 1980s, as can be
gauged from cases like the Babubagan Club Puja of
Dhakuria, which began in 1961 with a collection of
Rs.700, and had moved by 1987 to a budget of 2.5

lakhs, which would then double and treble, as the
Puja rode the ‘theme’ wave of the 2000s.11
As my study ended, a Times of India report of
2012 highlighted a new peak in that season’s Puja
spending—a total of 123.05 crores for a broad count
of 3,577 Pujas—providing a statistical break-up of the
city’s Pujas under the many heads of ‘small budget’,
‘medium budget’, ‘semi-big budget’, ‘big budget’,
‘semi-mega’ and ‘mega-budget’ Pujas.12 Significant to
note in this rough tabulation is the vast range that
continues to persist in the styles and spending powers
of Pujas—which supports the case that I make in this
book that the new waves, whether in Puja budgets
or in their corporate and artistic profiles, never erase
the older trends but keep forming thicker layers and
folds over these. So, in this newspaper graph, while
only 4 Pujas in the city had climbed up to the ‘megabudget’ range of 70 lakhs, and around 30 Pujas were
placed in the ‘semi-mega’ and ‘big budget’ category
of spending 30–40 lakhs, the numerical majority
of community Pujas and home and housing block
Pujas still fell in the medium and small budget range,
moving downwards from 7 to 1.5 lakhs. The same
year, a newspaper guide to all the residential block
Pujas in the Salt Lake area similarly placed the broad
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average spending of a block Puja between 8 and 10
lakhs, with around 5 Pujas shown to be spending
between 12 to 15 lakhs (see 1.6), with only a single
Puja in FD Block going overboard with its publicity
and corporate sponsorship to announce an inflated
budget of 50 lakhs.13
The bid for sponsors and media attention is, of
course, at the crux of all these up-scaled, projected
budgets. Dominating the post-liberalization festival
economy is the mounting presence of corporate funds
that now go into various levels of pre-Puja publicity,
sponsorship of productions, awards, and ‘eventmanagement’ of shows and functions. This pushes
Pujas in various small, non-elite neighbourhoods
from ‘middle’ to ‘big’ budget categories, each leap in
budget registering a greater pitch for advertisements
and awards.14 The craze for awards takes on absurd
intensities of local endeavour. In 2007, one of the
bigger south Kolkata Pujas was said to have formed
a twenty-member committee on briefing sponsors
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and judges on its ‘theme’, with the team divided
into different time shifts, and members trained to
talk differently to the television media or to various
categories of judges, depending on whether they
were artists, writers, actors or corporate sponsors.15
Speaking to the media had become by then a prime
activity of Puja committee members. (See 1.7) By
this time, the city’s Durga Puja had ‘gone corporate’
at multiple levels, ranging from the handing over
of the organizational work of entire Pujas to event
management firms, who also handled the award
campaigns, contests and ceremonies—to several Pujas
now being funded and publicized by single sponsors,
by newspaper groups such as Ananda Bazaar Patrika
or the Times of India, and Bengali TV channels like
Star Ananda, Kolkata TV or Zee Bangla. (See 1.8)
A member of the Jodhpur Park Puja committee
spoke in 2007 of the different emerging patterns
of sponsorship of these newspaper and television
groups. In 2004, for example, Ananda Bazaar Patrika

1.6 A Salt Lake ‘theme’ Puja in the 12–15 lakhs budget range, BE Block (East) Puja, Salt Lake, 2012

1.7 Puja committee
member being
interviewed for a
Bengali TV channel,
FD Block Puja, Salt
Lake, 2009.

1.8 Times of India
sponsored Pujas of
Ballygunge Cultural
Association and Samaj
Sebi Sangha on Lake
View Road, 2011
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‘bought the rights’ only over a big gateway to the
pandal and had some surrounding stalls carrying
their publicities. During the next two years, the Puja
organizers found it more lucrative to go in for a single
sponsor, tying up in 2005 with Zee TV and in 2006
with Kolkata TV, whereby each of them paid the Puja
committee a lump sum, bought rights for advertising
over the entire site of the Puja, and sponsored in
addition several ‘live events’ like cooking contests,
chat shows and beauty contests among the women of
the neighbourhood on the festival days, which were
continuously aired on their channels.16 There are also
instances of a New York-based advertising firm run
by a Bengali buying the full rights to the hosting
of the Badamtala Ashar Sangha Puja of Kalighat
in 2008, channeling funds through its Mumbaibased Indian subsidiary firm and using the film star,
Mithun Chakrabarty, as its brand ambassador. (See
1.9) Riding the environmental bandwagon, the Puja
committee here also collaborated with an NGO,
Indian Foundation for Sustainable Development
(IFSD), which was involved in a large Kalighat cleanup and development project. In 2010, Badamtala’s
was one of the 20 ‘art’ Pujas in the city that were
being specially marketed by IFSD in association
with Ananda Bazaar Patrika, the city’s biggest media
house and cultural patron, in a new Ananda Angan
programme where each of the Puja sites would
host their publicities and sponsored events. The
example shows how local kinship and club patronage
networks are mobilized to bring corporate funds
and the glamour of an ‘art’ Puja to an old, decaying
neighbourhood like Badamtala near the Kalighat
temple, with the sponsors using the language of
branding and up-scaling the image of the parar
Puja.17 (See 1.10)
In 2006, a city advertising agency, Mudra Communications, and an event-management firm, Offbeat,
worked with big corporate houses that were ready
to invest one crore on different aspects of their Puja
advertisements and award campaigns in a single
season (a figure that increased three times over the
next two years).18 The same year, newspapers were also
reporting on the emergence of dozens of website and
web portals on Puja productions, with several Puja
committees (spanning across elite neighbourhoods
like Bhowanipur, Lake Temple Road or Jodhpur
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1.9 Sponsorship banner featuring actor Mithun Chakrabarty
of the Badamtala Ashar Sangha Puja, Kalighat, 2008, with an
invitation to guess the ‘theme’ of that year’s Puja from given
options.

Park and the far less affluent areas of Putiary and
Haridebpur) deploying the new technology to create a
pre-Puja ‘e-presence’ for sponsors.19 Newness of scale,
then, can be best gauged in the extent of corporate
funding, the variety of promotional and marketing
strategies and the intensity of attention that the
local print and electronic media (both English and
vernacular) has lavished on this single festival.
How fully, it may be asked, do these trends of
corporatization of this local festival feed into the
larger scenario of capital flows and the growing
post-liberalization consumer economy of the city?
Despite the entry of corporate funds and a host of
promotional endeavours, there is much about the
Durga Pujas (like so many other aspects of life in
Kolkata) which remains stubbornly inassimilable to
the rationale of big capital, and still revolves around
a largely unreconstructed economy of labour and
artisanal endeavour. The modes of organization of the
Pujas continue to hinge around the central agency
of the para club and its social networks, just as its
forms of production of images and tableaux continue
to involve various groups of artisanal labourers and
rural craftspeople who are brought into the city
for this seasonal work. It is also worth noting that,
notwithstanding their growing corporate self-image,
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it clearly marks out its changing contemporary face,
takes on different proportional implications when
positioned within a broader context, both of Kolkata’s
new economies of consumption and entertainment
and of comparative festival budgets and spending in
other metropolises.

1.10 Old house at Badamtala, Kalighat, with Puja sponsorship
banner of IFSD of the Badamtala Ashar Sangha Puja, 2007

the Durga Pujas of the city remain thickly embedded
in the dense overgrowth of a series of non-affluent
neighbourhoods and the nondescript parks and
alleys of Kolkata. The face of the city that the festival
connotes and represents is distinctly not that of the
plush high-rises, multiplexes and malls that have
come up in newer parts of the metropolis. Rather,
it is that familiar and decrepit face of Kolkata’s older
middle and lower middle-class localities, where
new forms of shopping marts and apartments are
rapidly transforming neighbourhoods, but which
nonetheless retain their marked separateness from
the upscale commercial and office areas in the heart
of the colonial city,20 or townships like Salt Lake or
New Town Rajarhat. And, what is being projected
as the extravagance of Kolkata’s current Puja budgets
and corporate investments in the event appears
relatively small when positioned against the scale of
funds that go into the Ganesh Chaturthi festivities
in a city like Mumbai, or into the Bengali Durga
Pujas of Mumbai and New Delhi.21 The presence and
power of corporate capital in this city festival, while

Tracking such comparative consumer and festival
economies remains outside the scope of this study.
My main concern in this chapter is to see how these
altered economic profiles and escalating budgets of
Kolkata’s Durga Puja make for a changing calendar
and cityscape of the festival. Depending on the
levels of production and organization, the timeline
of preparations, orders and commissions has, for
long now, stretched back to different points of time
in the year. Ritually, the Rathajatra festival at the
beginning of the monsoon season (usually celebrated
sometime in the month of Ashar, between mid-June
and mid-July) is meant to inaugurate the process of
the making of the goddess—first by the symbolic
consecration of a piece of cleaned and smoothened
slit bamboo, and then with the building and worship
of the wooden frame (kathamo puja) on which the
straw-stuffed clay idols will be mounted.22 In the
thicket of idol-making workshops at Kumartuli in
the north or Patuapara at Kalighat in the south, the
work of gathering, mixing and processing varieties of
alluvial clay, of blending clay with straw chips, or of
securing their annual trade licenses to avail of loans
from banks and procure a basic working capital, must
begin several months earlier, normally by the months
of Chaitra–Baishakh (March–April).
This was also the time by which the workshops of
most of the renowned idol-makers (prime among
them being the trio of the elderly Mohanbanshi
Rudra Pal and his sons, Sanatan and Pradip Rudra
Pal) would finalize and close the orders for Durga
images they would supply for that autumn. In 2003–
04, Sanatan Rudra Pal’s workshop was taking up to
60 orders for Durga images per season, closing orders
by April and having to forego many orders for lack
of space and work hands, with the ‘master’ providing
the designs and supervision for all the images and
personally modeling and completing the face-casts
of each of his goddesses.23 (See 1.11) A visit to the
workshops in Kumartuli or Patuapara even during
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the lean season that follows the conclusion of
Saraswati Puja in late January/early February shows
round-the-year activity, either on small painted clay
deities that are on regular sale in all fairs and roadside
stalls, or on smaller deities like Annapurna, Manasa
or Shitala that are worshipped during the months
of Chaitra–Baishakh, or on goddesses like Lakshmi
or Kali, whose Pujas come after the Durga Puja, but
whose images often need completing before the full
rush of work begins on the Durga images, which are
for most idol-makers the mainstay of their trade.24
The calendar of orders and preparation significantly
varies with the new group of Durga Puja artists and
designers. In the first wave of the ‘theme’ Pujas,
these designers, like their idol-maker counterparts,
seemed to work with a head-time of roughly six
months, sealing contracts and planning themes by
the Bengali New Year in mid-April. In current times,
neighbourhood clubs rush to book the most soughtafter designers (the ones with the highest ratings on

1.11 Sanatan Rudra Pal working on the clay mould of the
goddess’ face at his workshop at Telengabagan, Ultadanga, 2004
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the awards scenario) for the next year’s Puja within
days of the ending of that year’s festival.25 Many of
these designers also talked of being booked by certain
Puja organizers (ones for which their work has been
regularly drawing awards) for the forthcoming two
years, which is why many newer clubs entering the
‘art’ Puja circuit often have to wait for two years and
more before being able to draw a ‘star’ designer. By
November–December, depending on the flush of
prizes and media publicity, or on their relative stature
or newness in the field, artists find themselves picking
and choosing the two or three Pujas they will design
from the many clubs that approach them, while
newer entrants and aspirants, frequently with art
college backgrounds, woo Puja clubs with portfolios
of pavilion designs and themes.26 For decorator firms,
handling orders for old and new style constructions,
there is typically a far shorter time schedule (of
usually no more than two months) for shifting
their focus of work from wedding or fair pavilions
to Durga Puja pandals, to give form either to their
own stock of architectural models and replicas, or to
implement the conceptions of the upcoming creed of
‘theme’ designers.27
Likewise, advertising units and corporate sponsors
have their own competitive work calendars for
conceptualizing and launching their Puja advertising
campaigns or their Puja award contests. In a firm
like Bates, which in 2011 had the Ananda Bazaar
Patrika as its largest corporate client in the city and
ran the advertising for several of the Bengali print
and television productions of this media house, the
planning for the Puja season to come began as early
as January. This is when preparations started on the
advertisements it conceived for all the different Puja
annuals of this media group, with an intense spurt of
activity in July, by which time it had to put out its
advertisements for the lavishly-produced annual Puja
issues of Desh, Ananda Bazaar Patrika, Anandalok,
Sananda, Anandamela, and Unish-Kuri.28 (See 1.12,
1.13) These print and hoarding advertisements
introduce the season’s first visual feel of the festival
alongside the thick Puja annuals that newspaper
vendors nowadays begin to take orders for in July, and
start delivering by early or mid August. Thereafter,
the fuller burst of the Puja sponsorship campaigns
take up the major share of design activity and client
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1.12 Ananda Bazaar Patrika, Sharadiya 1415/2008,
advertisement designed by Bates, Kolkata

1.13 Desh Sharadiya 1418/2011, advertisement designed by
Bates, Kolkata

time in such advertising firms in the month and
the fortnight, leading to the Pujas, with the burden
of work passing from the internal creative team to
the departments and agencies in charge of outdoor
promotions and publicities.

funds and organizing of Pujas can loosely stretch
out over the year, be systematically plotted on a
March to October schedule, or be compressed
into a frenetic span of two months. The bigger the
branding and publicity of the Pujas, the greater
the hurry to clinch corporate tie-ups and begin the
promotional launch.

The calendar of preparations in the organizing Puja
committees also vary across bigger and smaller units
in different neighbourhoods. The most intense
pooling of time and activity usually marks out small
non-elite para clubs—the ones with the largest
reserve of unemployed or self-employed young and
middle-aged persons who take on Puja planning
with passion, and who have the biggest competitive
stake in a high-publicity, award-winning Puja
production.29 Depending on the age, social and
professional backgrounds of the neighbourhood
men and women who constitute these clubs, the
time invested by Puja committees in the raising of

The organizing team of the Badamtala Ashar
Sangha Puja signed their deal with Manhattan
Communications by March 2008. Arup Biswas, an
influential Trinamool Congress politician (now MLA
and Minister in the state cabinet) and organizer of
the big-budget, highly publicized Suruchi Sangha
Puja at New Alipore (known for its theme parks on
different Indian states every year), says the planning
for their Puja begins each year on Basanta Panchami
or Saraswati Puja at the end of January. Then, two
months before the start of the festival, he coordinates
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the work of multiple small committees, each delegated
different responsibilities, from overseeing the Puja
‘theme’ production and liaising with award-givers
and judges to handling announcements and tours at
the Puja site and taking charge of the religious rituals
and distribution of prasad (a task that has remained
the special responsibility of a lady of the locality).30
The Suruchi Sangha Puja has also gone to the extent
of having specially-designed uniform saris to dress
up their reception team of women who handle
publicity and receive VIP guests on the opening days
of the Pujas (see 1.14), and introducing promotional
‘theme videos’ around its productions. In one of the
newest publicity stunts, a Puja committee in the
interiors of Selimpur Naskarpara used an advertising
professional to launch its festival profile on Facebook
at the stroke of the new year of 2011. It used the
rapidly changing political climate of that election
year to coin the slogan that it was taking neither the
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‘left’ nor the ‘right’ paths, but keeping itself busy 12
months of the year with only its Durga Puja.31 The
idea of a year-long calendar of preparations turns
out, in most cases, to be more notional then real. But
there is little that stands in the way of its affective
authenticity in presenting a neighbourhood and its
organizing community’s unalloyed engagement with
the hosting of this key cultural event, and in making
it the centre-point of all its activities.32
At which points of time do the planning and
preparatory activities spill over from inside para club
rooms, artists’ workshops, corporate offices, design
studios and printing presses, and now Facebook
sites,33 to the streets and skyline of Kolkata? What
kinds of imprint of the festival do these leave on the
crowded face of the city? With what momentum does
a new cityscape emerge for this biggest cultural and
commercial festival? For Bengalis, there are a host of

1.14 Women in specially-designed Puja saris, waiting to receive the judges at the Karnataka theme complex, Suruchi Sangha Puja,
New Alipore, 2010
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gets thickly wrapped with the mounting excitement
of the consumer spectacle.35 It is fully in keeping
with the commercialized profile of the festival that it
marks its first presence on the urban landscape as a
marketing and advertising event, adding a new series
to the city’s topography of product-promotional
billboards. (See 1.16)

transfigurations of space

1.15 Typical autumn sky and pandal under construction,
Baghbazar Sarbojanin Puja site, 2008

traditional associations with the sharat season which
signal the time of the Pujas—the appearance of white
kash reeds in open fields, a sudden crispness in the air,
and a sparkling blue sky at the end of the monsoon.
(see 1.15) The emotional resonance of the festival
remains inextricably linked to such picturesque
invocations of this sharat season. The city, however,
produces its altogether different visual and sensorial
ambience of the oncoming festival. Even if kash
flowers or the autumnal sky fleetingly catch one’s
attention in this congested metropolis, their poetic
effects are speedily dispelled by the prosaic clutter of
Puja publicities. It is instructive to look back on the
way even nineteenth century accounts of the festival
in Bengal rapidly move from descriptions of the onset
of autumn into the cycle of festival consumption and
frenzies of household preparations and buying in
market places.34 We see how that longer social history
of Puja commerce, family spending and feasting has
given way today to a new festival topography of the
city, where the physical feel of the autumn season

By July, with two months or more to go for the Pujas,
when the monsoon is in full swing and hopes are still
dim of the rains receding in time for the city to dress
up for its grandest festival, announcement banners
for various Pujas begin to crop up in different areas.
Such banners—advertising themes and designers,
coining titles and rhymes to match, and sporting
a crowded mix of logos of sponsors—became a
constitutive feature of the new genre of ‘theme’ Pujas,
necessitated by their competitive bid for viewers,
advertisers and media coverage. (See 1.17) In the first
years of our survey, these had begun to make their
appearances at the specific locations and main-road
entrances of the city’s then select crop of new-wave
Pujas. Soon, these began to defy all sense of locality
and spilled across to distant, often distinctly non-Puja
areas of the city. In 2007, we found announcements
for the Pujas of Khidirpur and Santoshpur appearing
in the office complex of BBD Bagh, that has never,

1.16 Puja banners among other advertisements at the Hiland
Park crossing on the Eastern Metropolitan Bypass, 2007
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to date, hosted any Pujas, and a poster for a small
Salt Lake Puja coming up in a spot far south on the
city’s Eastern Metropolitan Bypass—where the Puja
committee publicized its awards and the past year’s
prize-winning Durga image, to invite advertisers to
set up stalls and hoardings in its precincts. Some
of these new Pujas of Salt Lake began to invest as
much as 15 per cent of their 10–12 lakh budgets
on such banners and other forms of publicity across
Kolkata.36 There is now a peculiar spatial integration
of far-flung parts of the festival city through the
commercial logic of such posters, enticing advertisers
and potential viewers from all over the city into
the promised spaces of these Puja productions. The
financial and political clout of a Puja committee has
come to rest increasingly on the scale and spread of
its publicities across town.37
Promotional banners form, of course, only one
segment in this information flow. Newspaper articles
and television programmes that avidly plunge into
Puja reporting weeks ahead of the festival provide an
even thicker index of the media takeover of the event
and its competitive publicities. Over the past decade,
newspaper reporting has had to compete with a
formidable flow of television features on the Pujas.
The coming of cable television and proliferation of
Bengali TV channels actively served to transform
the Durga Puja of the city and the districts into a
televisual event. During 2006–07, the most steady
outpouring of information and visual feelers on
the coming festival came from two daily evening
programmes that were launched a full month before
the Pujas by two prime Bengali television channels—
Kolkata TV and Star Ananda. Each programme
jostled with the other to provide a preview of a
choice of Pujas in the city (and in the district towns),
taking us from the first stages of the construction of
pandals, through the week by week phases of their
completion, closing in on a small line-up of the final
contestants for the awards they offered. For both
the Kolkata TV ‘Mahapujo’ and the Star Ananda
‘Superstar vs. Megastar’ contest, the intention was
both to open up a wide coverage of the festival in time
and space (beginning with as large a geographical
spread and as early a time frame as possible), to
seek out lesser-known eye-catching Pujas, and to
capitalize on the endless potential for competitions

1.17 Puja banner with a rhyming title, advertising a production
by Nirmal Malik, AE Block Puja, Salt Lake, 2011

and prizes.38 Honing in primarily on the ‘theme’ Puja
category, the Kolkata TV programme made its initial
selection of 300 Pujas out of the several thousands
that applied for enlistment in its programme from
not just Kolkata but all of West Bengal. The idea, as
the producer explained, was to democratically reach
out to as large a selection of Pujas as possible in the
first rounds of coverage, before narrowing in on 100
as the productions neared completion, and finally
announcing the 13 award winners from this pool
on the first day of the Pujas.39 It thus presaged and
played out over a month the kind of Pujo Parikrama
(tour of Pujas) that had, over the past few years,
become the staple of all Bengali television channels
through the Puja week.
Each year, as we have seen, there is an increasing
investment of Puja committees, sponsors and the print
and television media in building up the atmosphere
of a countdown to the Pujas. The Pujas have always
been about this sense of eager anticipation and
waiting. The actual five days of the event come and
go in a whirl. The month before is when a thickening
feel of the festivities begins to spread both across the
media and the physical spaces of the city, with clusters
of bamboo poles and scaffolding of architectural
structures appearing in the city’s parks, empty plots,
streets and alleys, carrying the first signs of the
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1.18 College Square Puja pandal under construction, 2007

spatial metamorphosis of the city. There are different
logistics of space and work that determine the time
at which pandal constructions can begin on public
grounds and the pace at which they proceed. What
we may call old-style pandals—ones that specialize
in the fabrication of loose look-alikes of temples
and palaces—usually erect the biggest bamboo and
plywood scaffoldings. From as far back in time as I
can remember, the most familiar landmarks of the
coming Pujas were these giant architectural frames
that would occupy most of Ekdalia Road and Dover
Road on either side of the Gariahat crossing, or those
that would loom from within Mohammed Ali Park,
not least the one that would come up at the far end of
the tank on College Square, tantalizingly pushing its
form outwards over the waters. (See 1.18) Belonging
then, as now, to the biggest Puja clubs of Kolkata,
these scaffoldings would resonate with the promise
of their metamorphosis over the weeks into the most
spectacular Puja pandals. There would also be another
kind of pandal structure sprouting on the narrower
streets, arching over the road space, where the idols
would be mounted either on the side or above the
heads of the traffic and people moving through these
structures. (See 1.19)
In the recent past, the spreading category of ‘theme’
Pujas has brought a noticeable shift in the visual
morphology of the pre-Puja city. For large numbers
of Puja clubs and designers, who have only a small
street at their disposal, and who are also now

working under a new regime of civic regulations,
blocking roads over a full month or more has become
unfeasible. This pushes much of the work on details
of architectural decoration of pandals, and on the
Durga image into the interiors of makeshift studios
and nearby club houses, and allows for the putting
together of the prefabricated tableaux on site only in
the fortnight before the Pujas. (See 1.20) This was
the case, for instance, with one of the most celebrated
designer Pujas on an alley called Nalin Sarkar Street at
Hatibagan, where the artist Sanatan Dinda fabricated
much of the pandal panels in a club room in the alley,
or later in his own art studios (once he was able to
acquire and set up these far larger spaces), before
beginning to sculpt the clay idol on site around
a month before the festival. A contrasting setting
emerges in Puja clubs that can take possession of
public parks or private land plots, away from the
street, where the entire grounds, big or small, can
be cordoned off into a workshop site for different
levels of the work force (artists/designers, their
student teams, rural craftspeople and construction
labourers) months in advance of the festival, with
extraordinary time, efforts and resources invested
in the simulation of village complexes, monuments
and landscapes.
In a park at Babubagan, Dhakuria, in 2004, a
designer and his team laboured for months to dig a
foundation and build a semi-permanent structure of
an engraved clay tile temple. (See 1.21) For another
designer, Dipak Ghosh, who came to specialize in

1.19 Khidirpur Kabitirtha Puja pandal, allowing the movement
of cars and pedestrians through the structure, 2010

1.20 Sanatan Dinda’s Puja
pavilion under construction,
Nalin Sarkar Street,
Hatibagan, 2010

1.21 Brick temple with carved terracotta panels under construction at the Babubagan Puja, Dhakuria, 2004

1.22 Dipak Ghosh’s
Jaisalmer temple replica
being assembled on
site at the Lake Town
Adhibasibrinda Puja, 2007

1.23 Chamba valley landscape and temple at the Himachal
Pradesh theme complex designed by Dipak Ghosh, Suruchi
Sangha Puja, New Alipore, 2006

1.24 Akshardham temple-style pandal, Ekdalia Evergreen Puja,
Gariahat, 2007
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exact architectural replicas in thermocol, almost a
year’s work was necessary on the models he made of
the Dilwara temple of Mount Abu at Jodhpur Park
in 2002, of the Mukteswar temple of Bhuvaneswar at
a road junction at Mudiali in 2005, or of a Jaisalmer
Jain temple at Lake Town in 2007.40 (See 1.22) In
each of these models, built nearly to scale, with the
same intricacy of ornamentation as the originals,
the bulk of the panels were created off site in the
designer’s studio before their careful assemblage
on the Puja site. Equal labour often goes into the
landscaping of Puja sites—as, for instance, with
the elaborate production of a hill of terraced step
cultivation and a flowing river, alongside a temple
structure from the Chamba valley to simulate a
Himachal Pradesh landscape in the Suruchi Sangha
Puja in New Alipore (see 1.23), or with the planting
of real plants, weeds and creepers around a model
of a deserted temple in a Puja off a small alley in
Behala.41
Much of this work proceeds in cordoned-off spaces,
away from public view. A new feature of the prePuja urbanscape is tin-sheet and tarpaulin enclosures
and security personnel, guarding the sites of some of
the best known of the city’s ‘theme’ Pujas. The high
publicity that these Pujas seek out for their themes and
designers goes hand in hand with the staged secrecy
of their productions. Designers and club members
explain this need for cover and policing in order to
stave off the piracy of themes by rival clubs in this
acutely competitive scenario. Claims to originality
and copyright, I argue, become impossible to sustain
in this public and ephemeral field of production.
Nonetheless, one of the main identifiers of the newage Pujas lies in such strategies of self-promotion—in
the ways in which they market themselves, whetting
the appetite of the public through posters spread
across the city, selectively wooing reporters, sponsors
and judges into their tents for privileged previews of
the promised spectacle, while pointedly shutting out
others. So, while models of an Akshardham temple
(see 1.24) or a Japanese Shanti Stupa materialize in
the open, a different stock of archaeological sites,
theme parks, craft villages or folk art installations
takes form inside these carefully covered and coveted
sites, in the race up to the final week when Mahalaya
inaugurates the ten days of Debi-paksha.
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Somewhere in the week before Mahalaya (the
ritual beginning of Durga Puja), we see a dramatic
escalation in the tempo of the visual transformation of
the city. There are several markers of this escalation—
newspapers and hoardings that announce an endless
range of Puja fashions and products, alongside mega
sales and discounts; a feverish pitch in the scale of
buying and selling that sweeps all spaces, from the
pavement garment stalls to electronic goods stores
to the city’s rising crop of high and low-end malls;
and most of all, agonizing traffic congestions that
choke the city’s main vehicular arteries, and spill over
into the Eastern Metropolitan Bypass. This frenzy of
shopping, like the escalation of crowds and traffic,
begin to take over city life for weeks before the Pujas,
reaching chaotic heights in the final days leading to
the beginning of the festival. A 2009 billboard of the
shopping outlet Spencers, announcing that it would
be ‘hosting its guests’ over a whole month (the term
in Bengali was Atithi Apyayan) plays out this sense
of the extended time-scale and build-up of shopping
during the Durga Pujas. The festival lives up more and
more to its reputation as a huge consumer carnival:
the biggest business event in Bengal’s calendar.42 In
2003, the West Bengal government paid out over
70 crores as Puja bonuses and festival advances; that
same year, a market research company calculated
consumer spending estimates in Kolkata in the two
months before Durga Puja at over 350 crores.43 By
2011, a survey of Puja consumers, consumption areas
and product retailers in Kolkata was boldly citing a
figure of 10,000 crores as the composite ‘Bengali
Puja Market’.44
The excess of product advertising during the Durga
Pujas, whereby the advertisements themselves signify
the visual feast of consumption, makes the event
emblematic of Jean Baudrillard’s idea of ‘The Festival
of Buying Power’.45 We are reminded in particular
about his polemics on contemporary advertising as
‘an irremovable aspect of the system of objects by
virtue of its disproportionateness.’ Advertising, he
writes, ‘is pure connotation. It contributes nothing
to production or to the direct practical application of
things, yet it plays an integral part in the system of
objects not merely because it relates to consumption,
but also because it itself becomes an object to be consumed.’
The giant billboard advertisements that invade the
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repeat standardized motifs like the spear or the three
eyes of the goddess. As with everything about the
Pujas in Bengal, in advertising too, the imperative
of hard selling comes with an ‘accent on emoting’,
with advertisers emphasizing the need to forge an
emotional connection with consumers.48 In the
build-up to the festival, however, the emotive gets
sucked into the all-pervasive spectacle of today’s Puja
advertising, as it has moved from the print media to
the giant illuminated flex sheets mounted on steel
frames and opened itself to every new-age brand,
product and design idea.

1.25 Boroline advertisement, using a Pahari miniature painting,
ABP, October 1980. Courtesy: ABP

city carry the most visible signs of this orchestration
of product marketing and the commodity culture of
the Pujas.
There was a time in the 1970s when the most
memorable Puja advertisements were associated with
a small selection of Bengali consumer products, with
striking visuals and copy in the print media. There
was, for instance, Boroline antiseptic cream, with
its reproductions of images of Mahishasuramardini
from the sculpted reliefs of Mahabalipuram or from
Pahari miniature painting, accompanied by the
still-remembered slogan, Banga Jibaner Anga (‘An
integral part of Bengali life’),46 and Shalimar hair oil,
with its serial line-drawn mythological illustrations
by Ranen Ayan Datta. (See 1.25) The Bata shoe
company was the first multinational company to
enter the scene with their festival catchphrase, Pujoy
Chai Notun Juto (‘New shoes for the Pujas’). Veteran
advertising professionals in the city look back with
nostalgia to these ‘soft-feel’ Puja advertisements of
yesteryears, which they claim ‘touched the Bengali
heart’ in a way that none of the current aggressive
campaigns can, as they scramble to ride piggyback
on familiar Puja themes.47 They continue to mark out
the distinction between Bengali advertisements that
are generated out of Kolkata agencies, which lay a
different premium on the creative use of Bengali copy
(highlighting, in this context, the special importance
of reading and the power of words for Bengalis) and
other all-India brands like Raymonds or Vimal who

These design conceptions vary from the use of
conventional, all-time favourite scenes of the sindur
khela as a metaphor for bonding to more minimalist
and dramatic graphics, with a colloquial invocation
of the goddess that sets one off on a journey on
Dunlop Tyres. (See 1.26, 1.27) While a local shoe
brand, Khadim, came to upstage Bata with its Puja
advertisements, international and local fashion brand
names that have swept the Indian market today
continuously cash in on the iconography of the
goddesses. (See 1.28) Keeping up earlier trends, new
music releases from Bengal’s singing stars occupy
significant portions of billboard space, as do the latest
in gold jewellery styles, featuring the newest young
models in Bengali Puja attire. Quoting a comparative
graph on festival consumption in different Indian
cities, market researchers talk of clothes, shoes,
toiletries, beauty products and jewellery’s continued
dominance of the city’s Durga Puja market, as against
the high demand for cars, televisions, electronic goods

1.26 Puja hoarding of the adhesive, Dendrite, Bandhaner Utsab,
invoking a festival of bonding, 2004. Courtesy: Sunanda Sanyal

1.27 Puja hoarding of
Dunlop tyres, with the
invocation Dugga Dugga
that wishes one a safe
journey, 2008

1.28 Puja hoarding of Khadim’s fashion brand store, Egaro, 2007

1.29 Puja advertisement banners of Imperial Blue whisky, Rashbehari Avenue, 2011

1.30 Raghu Rai’s photograph of a Durga image being uploaded on a truck at Kumartuli, used as an Aircel hoarding carrying Puja
greetings, 2008
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Ganesh playing computer Batman games, Kartick
swinging to music on his I-pod, Lakshmi surfing
the World Stock Market, and Saraswati immersed
in her E-book reader.49 It is with this visual burst
of advertisements that the city and its citizens ready
themselves each festive season for varying grades of
‘an image make-over’.50

1.31 Durga and family in a car, cartoon from Puja Power: A
Brandwatch Bengal series, ABP market survey volume, 2011.
Courtesy: ABP

and technological gadgets in the Diwali or Pongal
festival markets of north and south India. But here
too we find an ever-expandable range of new services
and goods—from hospital offers on laparoscopy
to computers and alcohol brands —deploying the
theme and motif of the Pujas as its optimum device
of seasonal promotions. (See 1.29).
What matters most is less the product, more the
ingenuity of the advertisement, which itself becomes
the prime object of consumption. In the past decade,
as cell phones became the fastest selling consumer
gadget in the state, the Puja advertisements of cell
phone service providers —Airtel, Hutch, Reliance,
Tata Indicom or Simoco—predominated the city
skyline, often with serial rhymes to mark each of the
five days of the Pujas, also with new types of SMS
voting contests for selecting viewers’ choice of Pujas.
In 2008, we saw a mobile service brand riding the
Puja advertising bandwagon, making dramatic use of
enlarged black and white photographs of the city’s
Durga Puja by the eminent photographer Raghu Rai,
to announce its arrival on the eastern Indian circuit.
(See 1.30) Equally striking these days are a range
of animated graphics and humourous illustrations
which pack the goddess and her full entourage into
swish cars (see 1.31), or depict Durga surrounded
by her Blackberry, laptop and shopping bags, Shiva
booking internet tickets on MakeMyTrip.Com,

Every year, the rains remain the biggest spoilsport in
this climate of burgeoning preparations and rising
anticipation. Lingering into late September and
early October, often unleashing its worst furies on
Kolkata’s streets and Bengal’s countryside in the days
immediately before the Pujas, the monsoons leave
idol makers, pandal decorators and Puja designers
in greatest quandary, even as they deprive small
shop owners and pavement stalls of the season’s
buying spree, and drive Puja committee members
to the brink of despair. Newspapers typically carry
photographs of half-finished idols in the damp and
dingy hubs of Kumartuli, protected from the rains
with plastic sheets (sometimes garbed in fashionable
raincoats, see 1.32), and of painted images being

1.32 Idol protected against the rain, Kumartuli, Mahalaya, 2008.
Photograph by Mrinalini Vasudevan
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1.33 Celebrity judges at Naktala Udayan Sangha Puja on
Chaturthi afternoon, 2012

blow-dried to meet the deadlines of completion.
On the day of Mahalaya, the main form of the
goddess and her entourage must be ready to have
their eyes ceremonially painted to mark their ritual
consecration. In ‘theme’ Puja sites, filled with mud
and slush, with rains washing away decorations and
paint, the work atmosphere is even more frantic in
the days leading up to Mahalaya, with designers and
their teams working through the night, and a single
designer often travelling huge distances between the
extreme north and south of the city to supervise their
productions at each of these places.
In this final phase, the pressures are intense on all
groups of the work force to deliver their goods by
the promised date and have every detail of the Puja
tableaux ready to be thrown open to the public.
Going by rituals, the goddess is meant to be unveiled
only on the evening of the sixth day of Debi-paksha,
with this sixth day, Shashti, serving as the first
day of Durga Puja. But in the current extended
calendar of the festival, we see every club rushing to
complete their productions by the third or fourth
day after Mahalaya. A different kind of mileage is
to be gained with television channels, sponsors and
judges with the extra two days added by these early
inaugurations, than by the extension of these tableaux
for two days after Bijoya Dashami.51 From the mid
2000s, there has been a tendency for judges to begin
their selecting rounds of the Pujas from Tritiya or

Chaturthi evening (see 1.33), and also for spectators
to catch an early view of the season’s productions,
before the rush of crowds set in or before they
leave the city on vacation. So, early beginnings are
imperative, as are the rituals of inauguration, with
clubs competing to find celebrities to launch their
Puja: celebrities ranging from the powerful to the
popular, from the governor to film stars to child stars
like Budhia, the marathon runner from Orissa.52 By
2011–2012, with Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee
taking on her all-important role as personal patron
and inaugurator of Pujas on a scale unprecedented
in the history of Bengal politics, the dates of these
Puja inaugurations came forward even further, to the
first or second night after Mahalaya, and thereafter
to Mahalaya itself. By this time, the Durga Puja
had been transformed from a five-day into a weeklong and, in cases, even a ten-day long event, with
the deadline for the immersion and dismantling of
pandals stretched for another three days after Bijoya
Dashami. While the Chief Minister went each night
on her Puja inaugurating spree, often opening as
many as ten Pujas over a three hour and crowded 5
kilometre stretch, Puja committees and the pandalmaking workforce were left scrambling to have their
productions ready in time, and often needed a further
two days for the final finishing of the pandals, before
opening their Pujas to the public.53

heterotopias and time-travels
We have arrived now at that keenly awaited beginning
when, each year, the entire city unfurls, piece by piece,
into a mega-exhibitionary site and a spectatorial
complex. For the week that follows, Kolkata stands
transformed into an ephemeral fantasy land—of
make-believe palaces, fortresses, temples, mosques,
churches, sometimes even glittering barges on a river.
(See 1.34) The specialty of the city’s Durga Puja
has, for decades now, centred on the production of
spectacles, whose effects revolved around the creation
of huge architectural replicas and elaborate light bulb
illuminations. Every year, the small electrical firms
of the district town of Chandannagar, who came
to monopolize the work of the illumination of the
metropolitan festival, vied with the pandals to keep
up with the times. Hundreds of tiny coloured bulbs,
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1.34 College Square Puja, illuminated barge-shaped pandal, 2003

wired on to bamboo frames, brought to life dinosaurs
and beauty queens, train accidents and literacy drives.
It was routine to see, in these lighted panels leading
into the pandals, events ranging from the very local
to the global—from the garlanding of a tiger by a
drunken man in the Kolkata zoo, the assassinations
of Rajiv Gandhi or Phoolan Devi, the parallel
deification of Princess Diana and Mother Teresa in
the year of their deaths (1997) and the destruction of
the World Trade Center towers in 2001.
Where pandals are concerned, there have been no
limits to what could be fabricated by decorator firms
with bamboo, cloth, plywood and plaster, and later
material like thermocol or fibreglass. All kinds of
structures, global and local, historical and mythical,
ancient and modern, could be (and continue to be)
transplanted on to the most congested parts of the
city, without the least sense of irony or incongruity.
Alongside the nation’s own historical monuments, an
ever-widening range of world monuments entered the
repertoire of these pandal makers, be it the Egyptian
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Sphinx on Lake Terrace in 2007, or the façade of the
Paris Opera House in a Salt Lake park in 2009. (See
1.35, 1.36) The trend seems to have had its biggest
boom from the 1980s.54 Typical of this festival were
the looseness of these remakes, and the randomness
of the mix of structures that vied for attention in
these overgrown spaces. Equally important was
an irrepressible taste for the cosmopolitan and
contemporary. For example, a model of the proposed
Ramjanmabhumi temple was presented in 1990 by a
Beleghata Puja at height of the Ayodhya campaign,
the gigantic wreck of the Titanic was dreamt up by
a Salt Lake Puja in 1998, the year of the release of
the blockbuster film, and a model of the Columbia
Space Shuttle in 2003, the year of its crash. Never to
miss out on the most topical of themes, the season
of 2008 even saw the never-to-materialize Tata
Nano factory on display at the Santosh Mitra Square
Puja at Sealdah. (See 1.37) A remarkably modernist
tubular installation, with a vast dangling lock and a
yellow model of everyman’s cheap dream car, it was
surrounded by banners exhorting the case for the
factory at Singur, compounding the irony of Tata’s
announcement of withdrawal of the Nano project
from Bengal that year on the eve of the festival.
Anything, it seems, can go in this field of Durga
Puja pandals and lighting. For a festival that has, for
several decades now, geared itself to the production
of spectacles, there has always been unfettered local

1.35 Sphinx-shaped pandal at a Lake Terrace Puja, 2007

1.36 Facade of the Paris
Opera House created by a
suburban pandal making
enterprise, GD Block Puja,
Salt Lake, 2009

1.37 The imagined Tata Nano factory, Santosh Mitra Square Puja, Sealdah, 2008. Photograph by Dayanita Singh
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license to copy, reproduce and reinvent whichever
monument or contemporary event caught the fancy
of producers and the public. It is the unapologetic
catholicity of this representational field that became
the hallmark of its secular mass identity —even as it
laid it open to the constant charge of desacralization
and trivialization of the festival. The late 1990s and
the early 2000s brought a series of paradigmatic shifts
in the forms of the city’s Puja tableaux, propelling an
internal metamorphosis of the festival from a ‘low’
to a ‘high’ culture profile, with different ethnic tastes
and artistic identities furrowing this social space of
festivity. What kind of broad transformation did this
bring about in the landscape of pandal architecture in
the city? How did earlier worlds of fantasy and makebelieve begin to co-exist with new, more coordinated
spaces of art and craft viewing or archaeological tours?
And what are the cumulative effects of continuing
and changing genres of productions in our travels
through the festival city?55
One obvious contrast presents itself between the
earlier freewheeling style of copies and the new
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style of exact replicas. In the former, decorator firms
continue to put together a mixed assemblage of
palaces, mosques or temple look-alikes. In models
that claim inspiration from the Jaipur Hawa Mahal,
the Bangalore Vidhana Soudha or the Satya Sai Baba
Mandir at Puttapurthi (example 1.4), there is no
great burden of authenticity, either for viewers or
for their creators. The copy stands in its own right
as a simulacrum, reveling in all its local accretions
and excesses. Thus, fibreglass statues of dancing
nymphs can line the interiors of an Akshardham
temple replica, and carpeted floors and glittering
chandeliers remain the biggest attraction inside
pandals that proudly recreate banquet-hall interiors
inside temple exteriors. It is as a conscious departure
from such constructions that a different genre of
laboriously reconstructed replicas of temples and
entire archaeological sites began to sprout across the
city. It could be the perfectly carved model of the
Mukteshwar temple that designer Dipak Ghosh set
up amidst the apartment blocks at Mudiali near the
Dhakuria Lakes in the season of 2005 (see 1.38), or
the remnants of a Tantrik Chaushatti Yogini temple

1.38 Replica of the Mukteshwar temple of Bhubaneshwar, designed by Dipak Ghosh, being completed at the Mudiali Puja, 2005
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1.39 Folk art village of Chattisgarh, designed by Subodh Ray, Behala Agradoot Club Puja, 2006

from Orissa that the television set designer Sanjit
Ghosh recreated in a neighbouring vicinity at Lake
Temple Road in 2002. The points of pride here were
research and scholarship, exactitude and faithfulness
to the original, and also popular, public pedagogy,
with sites often replicating the blue Archaeological
Survey of India signboards. The public was enticed
to step in, see and wonder, equally to learn and
know about the original structures and sites. Pandalhopping was taking on the guise of ‘theme park’
touring, where the viewer was being treated to an
entire archaeological complex or to an integrated
package of the architecture, sculpture, handicrafts,
dances and food of a region.
An even more prominent presence in today’s festival
city are a series of little village tableaux that crop
up at every street corner and park, presenting a
repertoire of thatched or tiled roof cottages, with a
selection of rural crafts and tribal arts alongside a
folk-art goddess. A new emphasis on field research
and investigation into the country’s disappearing folk

and tribal art traditions have governed this booming
genre of Puja productions, with the new creed of
designers acting as the main conduit for seeking
out communities of craftspeople from far and near
to work both on and off site on these fabricated
villages. The Pujas here became a popular surrogate
for the urban crafts mela or emporium, a prime
forum for displaying the authenticity and richness
of the nation’s folk traditions and for enacting their
salvage and preservation. There are a large number
of designers in this field today who have come to
specialize in this genre of folk art installations, who
have moved from the recreation of village settings to
subsuming the ‘folk’ within their own individualized
stylistic idioms. Becoming the most recognizable
face of the booming genre of ‘art’ or ‘theme’ Pujas,
these village and folk art pandals (as will be detailed
in Chapter 5) provide the most resonant examples
of what scholars termed the ‘folklorization’ of urban
India. Over the years, we have seen a taste for such
rural complexes proliferating across different types
of neighbourhoods, spreading from localities like
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transfigurations, creating formal possibilities that
are open to new readings and uses). These Puja
pandals become ‘fungible spaces’, analogous to
borders and borderlands, in their ‘ability to slip out
of the material and metaphoric and also to lay hold
of both’.56 In this sense, a simulated archaeological
site or a richly decorated folk art pavilion in the
midst of a Kolkata street can be seen to perform
their effects both through the materiality of the
fabrications and through their ability to move
beyond the material structures into metaphors of
other imagined sites.

1.40 Village complex decorated with Santiniketan batik leather
work by Shibshankar Das, Ashok Trust Baishakhi Club Puja,
Gangulybagan, 2006

Behala (which, one could say, pioneered the genre)
through neighbourhoods like Kasba, Santoshpur
or Gangulybagan into the satellite township of Salt
Lake. (See 1.39, 1.40)
Old or new style, authentic historical architecture
or a perfectly simulated craft village, there is an
inescapable thinness and ephemerality to these
Puja spectacles. We enter these spaces with the full
awareness of their location within the everyday
space of the city and the special event of the
Durga Puja. We are no less aware of the fragility
and impermanence of these structures, knowing all
the time that these illusions in bamboo, plywood,
plaster or fibreglass will soon disappear. Yet it is also
clear that such knowledge seldom diminishes the
seduction of these travels in space and time, nor the
imagined identification of the viewers with these
simulated sites. These ephemeral street displays
creatively function on what Swati Chattopadhyay
terms a principle of ‘fungibility’: a term that implies
both ‘interchangeability’ (whereby the space of the
street becomes momentarily interchangeable with a
fabricated medieval temple site or an ancient cave
complex, before it is returned to its earlier everyday
meanings) and ‘iterability’ (whereby a single space
can be made to bear multiple interpretations and

It is this time of the year when the familiar turns
unfamiliar, when one willfully loses oneself in the
maze of known streets and paras.57 The incongruity
of pandal structures curiously dovetails into their
organic connections with the spaces out of which
they sprout. It becomes impossible in this milieu
to separate the actual from the fabricated, especially
when a Puja at Bosepukur puts up a standard twostorey house, like any other in the neighbourhood,
and calls it an old-age home in whose precincts the
worship of the goddess takes place. The city’s pandal
makers had, in the past, often drawn on the city’s
own stock of architectural landmarks, not thinking
twice about putting out a look-alike of the Akashbani
Bhavan in an alley off Central Avenue, or the thennew movie auditorium, Nandan, on the Howrah
Maidan. But a different order of tricks and illusions
are in store for today’s spectators, when the remake

1.41 Public toilet designed like the Sydney Opera House, near
Golpark on Southern Avenue
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1.42 Remake of a Tibetan Buddhist pagoda at the Ahiritola Sarbojanin Puja, 2004. From the Ananda Utsab website, courtesy: ABP

merges with the real structures around it. In the
contemporary city, where new buildings flaunt the
strangest mix of ornamental architectural styles,
or where even public toilets are made to simulate
the Sydney Opera House (see 1.41), it is hard to
determine where the representational world of the
Puja ends and the world outside begins.
The lines of distinction between the artificial and
the real continuously dissolve. This could be seen
as a fundamental condition of the object worlds of
modernity, of a society of commodity and spectacle,
where the real can only be apprehended as part of
an endless regime of illusions and representations.
This is what Timothy Mitchell conceptualized as
the ‘world-as-exhibition’: a world organized and
grasped as though it was an exhibition, where one is
continually pressed into service as a spectator.58 The
festivalscape of twenty-first century Kolkata, however,
defies comparison with the ‘world exhibitions’ of late
nineteenth century Paris that Mitchell analysed to lay

out the new visual worlds of capital and modernity.
Here, where the world of the exhibition ends,
begins not a city of arcades, departmental stores
and ordered vistas, but one of dark alleys, decaying
neighbourhoods and crowded streets. Here, every
step outside the simulated displays returns spectators
to a different order of the everyday city, before they
move on to other fabricated sites that they keep
entering and exiting at every point of touring.
In a landmark, now translated essay, ‘The Heterotopias of Puja’s Calcutta’,59 the sociologist Pradip
Bose has analysed this exhibitionary world of the
city’s Durga Pujas by drawing on Michel Foucault’s
notion of ‘heterotopias’. How, he asks, do we
designate these temporarily fabricated spaces in
the city and the illusions they create? Utopias, as
Foucault explains, are purely imaginary worlds: they
are ‘sites with no real place’ or ‘fundamentally unreal
spaces’ that have an inverted analogy with the real
space of society. What he terms ‘heterotopias’ are,
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fleeting, transitory, precarious aspect, to time in the
mode of the festival’.61

1.43 A Ghana village complex recreated on the grounds of the
Barisha Sahajatri Puja, Behala, 2004

by contrast, something like alternative spaces or
counter sites, in which all the real sites that can be
found in a culture are ‘simultaneously represented,
contested and inverted’.60 It is the simultaneity of
all these functions that renders a replica of a Tibetan
Buddhist pagoda or the recreation of an African
village in a Kolkata neighbourhood into resonantly
heterotopic sites. (See 1.42, 1.43) If, following
Foucault, we were to work with the first principle
that all cultures in the world constitute heterotopias,
and the second that each of these heterotopias will
have very different connotations depending on their
time, place and social context of occurrence, then
the city’s Puja productions can be seen to effectively
lend themselves to the third defining principle of
heterotopias—their capacity for juxtaposing in a
single real place several imaginary sites that are in
themselves incongruous and incompatible. And
they also invite us to think of the fourth principle of
heterotopias, which he terms ‘heterochronies’, which
involve a radical disjunction of one’s sense of linear,
everyday time. Unlike the accumulation of time in
the heterotopic spaces of museums or libraries ‘in
which time never stops building up and topping its
own summit’, the heterotopias of Kolkata’s Pujas
are linked to a contrary mode of ‘time in its most

The city of the festival offers innumerable instances
of such a mélange of multiple emplacements, where
time and history can be indiscriminately collapsed
and the whole country and the world randomly
brought home to local spectators. Let us consider
some of the cumulative effects of such emplacements
across city spaces during a single season. For
instance, in 2002, it was possible in the course of a
tour through south Calcutta to be transported from
the Sanchi Stupa in Garia to the Dilwara temple of
Mount Abu in Jodhpur Park, then to an imaginary
historical bamboo fortress of Titumeer, a nineteenthcentury millenarian peasant leader of Bengal, in
Dhakuria (see 1.44), and also to encounter remakes
of the city’s own colonial buildings, like the Victorian
Gothic structure of the Calcutta High Court on
Anwar Shah Road and the now-demolished neoclassical Senate Hall of Calcutta University in Park
Circus.62 The leaps across space and time are often
concentrated within a much smaller zone—as was
the case, in 2007, when viewers moved backward in
history from the site of a late medieval palace of the
Deccan, embellished with real and simulated bidri
ornamentation, to two separate sites of the ancient
Inca and Indus Valley civilizations, all within the space
of the neighbourhoods of Putiary and Haridebpur

1.44 Recreation of the bamboo fortress of the Muslim peasant
rebel leader, Titumeer, Babubagan Club Puja, Dhakuria, 2002

1.45 Durga image of
the Tantrik art pavilion,
Hindusthan Park
Sarbojanin Puja, 2006

1.46 A television compere hosting a live interview at the Tantrik art pavilion, Hindusthan Park Sarbojanin Puja, 2006
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Potter’s castle at Hogwarts which, by getting dragged
into a last-minute copyright controversy, gained even
greater publicity and became the biggest crowd-puller
of the season.63 (See 1.47) On the other hand, the
taste for vernacular, ethnic chic echoed across a series
of elegantly designed craft and rural art ensembles
across the township, each featuring a different local
craft form. (See 1.48) There is something on offer,
then, every season, for all tastes and types of viewers.
However, a unique characteristic of this citywide
display is the impossibility of keeping apart these
multiple strands and levels of spectatorial interests
and of maintaining any firmly sealed circles of social
distinction.

1.47 Remake of the Hogwarts castle of the Harry Potter stories,
FD Block Puja, Salt Lake, 2007

in the interior regions connecting Tollygunge and
Behala in the deep south of the city. (See 5.48. 5.49)
Every year, we notice an accumulative and spreading
taste for certain art forms and design modules
across different Pujas of the city. For instance if, in
2004, African tribal art reigned as the ingenious
flavour of the season, in 2006 we saw varieties of
colourful Tantrik art designs sweeping across pandal
installations in the city, and working their way deep
into the aperture and iconography of the goddess.
(See 1.45, 1.46)
The varieties of new genres of ‘art’ and craft Pujas never
entirely displace older styles of architectural remakes
or gimmicky tableaux. Even as ‘art’ Pujas came to draw
out from obscurity a series of little neighbourhoods
and chart out newer and discrete maps for Puja
touring, festival productions across different areas of
the city continue to cater to all types of tastes and
viewers. In the Pujas of 2007, this multiple layering
of artistic and spectatorial preferences was best seen
in the variety of Puja tableaux in Salt Lake. On the
one hand, the taste for the global and the spectacular
found its newest attraction in a remake of Harry

Clearly, a lot is at stake these days for Puja organizers
in reaching out to a discerning viewership and in
boosting their socio-cultural profile by claiming an
‘art’ or ‘designer’ tag for their productions. What is
equally at stake, though, is the ability of these Pujas
to draw large crowds to their precincts, through
media publicity and prizes—for on this single factor
depends their potential appeal for sponsors and
advertisers and the securing of corporate funding for
the following season. Every new order of creativity
must somehow pass the test of mass viewing and
popular approbation, just as it must also magnetize
media attention to make that Puja site an attractive

1.48 Pavilion designed with patachitras painted by Medinipur
patuas, Salt Lake Labony Puja, 2007
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1.49 Crowds in the narrow lane of the 66 Pally Puja site at Badamtala, Kalighat, 2010

investment for advertisers. To draw a large viewership
has become one of the main paradoxes in the
aspirations of the city’s proliferating breed of ‘art’ and
‘theme’ Pujas, generating an unresolved tension at
their core, often denying the neighbourhood’s senior
residents access to their own Puja and alienating them
from the Puja committee.64 ‘Theme’ Pujas are left even
more frequently to grapple with the problem of large
crowds in small neighbourhoods and narrow streets
that were never meant to sustain them. (See 1.49)

puja cartography
For an event that has long been about touring and
journeying through the city, Kolkata produces a
special festival map every season. These cartographic
guides to the key Puja pandals spread out over the
main municipality areas have come to stand over
time as a unique product of the festival city. Made
for no other festival, because none other has the
same encompassing hold over the entire urban zone,
Kolkata’s Durga Puja maps offer one more way of

marking the singularity of the phenomenon and its
embeddedness in the spatial graph of the mapped
city. Like the tourist guide maps that schematically
lay out routes through the city, connecting different
monuments, architectural landmarks and other
touring destinations, these Puja road guides connect
the city through a selection of the major Puja
pandals that are marked out on a navigable grid of
main avenues and streets. (See 7.18, 7.37) Unlike
the tourist maps, though, they are intended largely
for a local population and are designed to turn one
into a temporary tourist in one’s own city. Their aim,
Swati Chattopadyay writes, is to articulate the nodes
of an alternative city geography: the temporal and
the ephemeral congeal as points of recognition and
acquire legitimacy through representation. The map
projects this reconstituted landscape of the Puja in
a universally recognizable form of representation:
the cartographic image thus claims to control the
unmanageable sites of festivity.65
What kinds of encoding and coverage of urban
spaces do these maps offer? How effectively can the
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Through the 1970s and 1980s, it was the tyre
company Dunlop that, in association with the city’s
police authorities, supplied the city’s festival public
with their most familiar Puja road guides. The city, in
these guides, remained restricted to what came under
the territorial jurisdiction of the Calcutta Police, and
would be condensed into three main Puja zones—a
north and central zone running from Baghbazar and
Kumartuli in the north down to Sealdah; a south zone
bounded by Park Circus on one end and the Lakes
and Anwar Shah Road on the other; and a west zone
comprising mainly of the Khidirpur area. Together
these zonal maps signposted the locations of some
30 to 40 of the big community Pujas in these areas,
that could be reached by car and public transport

along the main arterial roads of the city. Carrying
also the public bus routes to a selection of the big
pandals and a set of emergency phone numbers for
police, ambulance, fire and car break-down services,
these Dunlop maps became a regular feature in all
English and Bengali newspapers during the five days
of the Pujas. In the mid-1990s, as Dunlop faced its
industrial shutdown, its maps came to be replaced in
newspapers by near-identical ones, presented by the
petroleum companies Bharat Petroleum and Indian
Oil, once again in collaboration with the city’s police.
During the 2000s, Kolkata Police (so renamed in
2001 with the official renaming of the city) teamed
up with Indian Oil to bring into circulation the
newest, redesigned incarnation of the Puja road
maps. Moving from the black and white newspaper
page into a colourful foldout pamphlet, distributed
from petrol pumps, police booths and stations, these
Puja guides strikingly kept pace with the new design
aesthetics of the Puja. (See 1.50, 1.51) Printed in
English and Bengali, they came to feature, each year,
a cover image of Durga by one of Bengal’s reputed

1.50 Calcutta Police-Indian Oil Puja Guide cover, featuring a
Durga by artist Prakash Karmakar, 2000

1.51 Lay-out of maps of different Puja zones of the city, Kolkata
Police-Indian Oil Puja Guide, 2005

heterotopic spaces of the Pujas be morphed on to a
cartographic grid of city streets and localities? How
representative are these maps of the new touring
routes opened up by the spreading genre of ‘art’ and
‘theme’ Pujas? And what kinds of uses and functions
are today served by these guide maps?
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1.52 Bidhananagar Police Puja Guide cover, with Mamata Banerjee’s sketch on the back cover, 2012

modern artists, alongside a changing layout of
border decorations, logos and advertisements. Not
unlike the contemporary genre of ‘theme’ Pujas in
the city, these Kolkata Police-Indian Oil Puja guides
came to aspire to the status of a collectible, visually
appealing artwork.
What is particularly striking, though, is the way the
territorial coverage of these Puja guides remained
largely static over this period, confined as before
only to the core municipality areas that came
under the direct law and order jurisdiction of the
Kolkata Police, excluding the wider belt that often
came under its traffic purview but fell under the
different administrative charge of the West Bengal
Police. The same three urban zones that featured
in the old Dunlop guides keep appearing in the
later foldout maps, now in coloured, larger format
diagrams, but unchanged in their boundaries and
spatial spread. The number of Pujas marked out

within this conspicuously limited zone only slightly
increased over the years. Between 2000 and 2006,
the south Kolkata zonal map, for instance, made
room for about ten additional Puja locations,
including two of the main new ‘theme’ Puja sites:
the Badamtala Ashar Sangha at Kalighat and
Suruchi Sangha at New Alipore. But the little that
was added slipped into insignificance vis-à-vis the
vast stretches of the most dense and animate of the
city’s Puja neighbourhoods that remain occluded
from these maps—such as the deep south beyond
Jodhpur Park consisting of Jadavpur, Santoshpur,
Bagha Jatin, Garia or Patuli; or another deep
southern stretch beyond Mudiali that takes us into
Tollygunge, Haridebpur, Thakurpukur and Behala.
Through the 2000s, to confine ourselves to the
Kolkata Police-Indian Oil guides would have meant
missing out on some of the most vital segments
of the city’s contemporary Puja landscape, and its
award-winning ‘theme’ Pujas.
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The situation began to change at the end of the period
of my study. As the new West Bengal government,
in its attempt to administratively integrate larger
sections of the city, brought an additional 104 square
kilometers under the charge of the Kolkata Police in
2011, including the busiest Puja zones of Behala and
Kasba, the territorial spread of the Puja road guide
also expanded to feature a new ‘South Suburban
and South West’ zone.66 The same year also saw the
carving out of a separate Commissionerate of Police
at Bidhannagar, and an integration under its charge
of large stretches of the north-eastern zones of the
city—to be duly followed in the season of 2012 by
the release of another Police Puja Guide Map covering
all these zones, in collaboration with the cellphone
service provider Airtel. That the Chief Minister,
never to lose out on an opportunity to publicize her
profile as an artist, put her own drawing on the covers
of these 2011 and 2012 Durga Puja road guides
(see 1.52), and ceremonially presided over their

1.53 Early evening crowds at the Mudiali Club Durga Puja, 2010
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public launch at the Town Hall on the eve of the
festival, confirmed all the more the cultural and
official value of such maps, even as it trod heavily
over its earlier aesthetic propensities.67
At a time when the city’s police force is putting its
Durga Puja road maps online, and allowing for
detailed web tracking of Puja locations on Google
maps of neighbourhoods, the function of the large
printed foldout map, notwithstanding its extended
coverage of urban zones, has become increasingly
ornamental. Nonetheless, it has come to represent
the most publicized festival document of the Kolkata
Police. More than serving as a handy guide for
touring crowds, such maps speak of the elaborate
controlling arrangements of the Kolkata Police over
vehicular and pedestrian traffic throughout sections
of the festival city that fall under its charge. Like the
city itself, its thickly sprouting Puja landscape refuses
to be disciplined and coded as a map. Nor do the vast
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1.54 Frenzy of photography at the Badamtala Ashar Sangha Puja, Kalighat, 2008

crowds that throng this landscape remain contained
and guided by such touring maps. Yet, like all official
cartographic endeavours, these Kolkata Police Durga
Puja road guides have their central imperative in a
desire for management of populations and spaces,
and the creation of an ordered festival topography.
pandal-hopping and mass spectatorship

The ordering and regulation of festival crowds
becomes the greatest challenge, and also the greatest
success story, of the city’s police. Central to the
identity of this festival is its long history as a mass
spectatorial event. And the defining element of the
contemporary event remains the growing number
of people it brings to the streets, on a scale that has
few parallels in any other festival’s history. (See 1.53)
Massive crowds, moving through the length and
breadth of the city, swelling to their greatest numbers
in the evenings and nights when the full splendour
of the illuminations and lighting effects can be

experienced, have long been the defining image of
this festival phenomenon. Just as there is a frenetic
pitch to the preparations for the Pujas, there is an
equally frenetic quality to the touring, viewing and
photography. (See 1.54). It is the transient ephemeral
nature of the event—the knowledge that the spectacle
will disappear in no time—that makes for the
particularly intense forms of mass participation in
the festival. There are some favourite metaphors that
are continuously invoked in all Bengali reporting of
the event in the print and electronic media. The talk
is invariably of utsaber jowar and manusher dhal, of
the high tide of festivity and the descent of people on
to the streets like a rush of flood water or a landslide
off a mountain slope.
The picture is always of a continuously moving mass
of people, using all modes of the city’s ground and
underground transport to go from one to another
part of the city, and then touring the pandals on foot.
The tours can never be done from a car or a bus,
because every pandal site is constructed in a way that
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requires viewers to move deep inside, to partake of
the ambience and decorations of the interiors, and to
encounter the ensemble of the goddess and her family.
There is a sense in which all these sites, whether of
caves, architectural ruins, palaces, temples or villages,
replicate the idea of a hidden interior, of an inner
sanctum that must be entered to meet the goddess in
all her regalia. So, even in this secularized domain of
mass festivity and revelry, no visit to a pandal site is
ever deemed complete without the effort of pushing
inside and paying one’s homage to the star attraction
of the image of Durga on her lion, killing the buffalo
demon, surrounded by her four children. At the same
time, the pressure of the crowds, and the imperatives
of continuous movement through these Puja sites,
makes for a particularly fleeting and distracted form
of viewing. There is inevitably a passing, hurried
quality to this spectatorship, in keeping with the
markedly transitory nature of these exhibitionary
sites. There is little scope here for lingering and
detailed observation for quiet, intimate viewing as
in an art gallery, or for the intense experience of a
darshan inside the sanctum of a temple, where the
crush of crowds at the scheduled times of the opening
of the doors of the sanctum make for an even greater
pitch of devotional engagement. In the Puja sites,
seeing occurs in a constant state of motion—as one
is constantly pushed around by crowds and hurried
along by local volunteers and uniformed security
guards, whose duty it is to exhort viewers to keep
moving, not to touch the exhibits, and not to stand
around taking photographs.
It is the impossibility of any long or close viewing
that makes for the increasing frenzy of crowd
photography inside every spectacular pandal,
before every stunning Durga image. The epiphany
of darshan is displaced here by the climactic act
of the clicking and storage of images. The fleeting
nature of these tours must be compensated by
the photographs that will remain for sharing and
relishing long after the festival is over. The rituals
of ‘pandal-hopping’ nowadays are thus as much
about walking from Puja to Puja, grouping with
friends, or hanging around at roadside eating stalls,
as about continuously taking photographs on cell
phones and digital cameras, many of which begin
to immediately travel on the internet and circulate
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on social networking websites. (See 1.55) I am
reminded, in this context, of John Frow’s analysis of
the way photography ‘as witness, as commemoration,
as aesthetic framing partakes of just that mix of the
sacred and poetic’ that transforms a mass touristic
practice in such impersonal crowded spaces into
a form of personalized experience and intimate
possession of the moment of viewing and touring.
68
In discussing the centrality of photography to the
mass tourism of the twentieth century, Frow points
to the hermeneutic circle between the culturally
authorized representations of brochures or guidebooks, the experiential capture of images for
oneself, and the later processes of authentication of
the different sets of representations in their relation
to the real. The obsession with photography in
today’s Puja spectatorship rests on a similar process
of authentication between origin and trace—where
the ephemeral experience of the tours finds its main
gratification in the permanence of the clicked image,
and in the pleasures of its future consumption and
sharing. This also leads us to reflect on how today,
more generally, photography as mass practice is a
continuous source of postponement of the ‘lived’,
where the act of seeing is always deferred to the
future prospect of recall of images.
As with many contemporary events, especially such
as cricket matches, the Pujas too could have become
primarily a drawing-room television experience. It is
increasingly possible these days to gain a thorough
and detailed view of all the Pujas flung across distant
parts of the city and its outskirts through the many
Pujo Parikrama programmes that are continuously
televised through the festival days by all the Bengali
channels. Television provides the kind of geographical
coverage of pandals across the city and the whole
state that is never physically possible, also the kinds
of close-up views of the goddess and of details of
decorations and art work that is difficult to observe
in these overcrowded sites. One is also invited
nowadays to experience the Pujas in their entirety
in cyberspace—to take a visual tour of all the choice
pandals on a growing number of websites, to hear the
dhak beats and drummer contests, to see the evening
arati in performance and even to give the morning
offer of anjali online. While they have reached out
primarily to Bengalis living abroad, Puja websites
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like www.anandautsav.com also came to target a select
class of local viewers—exhorting them to surf the net
rather than walk the streets.69 Yet, despite these sitat-home alternatives, the Pujas in the city have never
ceased to draw larger and larger crowds out onto the
streets, and have remained quintessentially a mass
public event. The Pujas’ self-promoted presence
on websites and Facebook pages in recent times is
intended less to substitute, more to drive the desire
for on-site touring.
In 2001, the rough estimate of the number of people
going around the city on the night of Ashtami was
reported as over 14 lakhs.70 In 2007, media reports
referred to a crore of people on the streets on a
peak festival night.71 Whatever credence we give
these inevitably loose numerical estimates, there is
no denying that the crowds grow more and more
formidable each season, making for an unparalleled

crush of people on the streets of the city. Given its
scale and its compression into the narrow, congested
arteries of city lanes, this touring crowd is uniquely
disciplined and self-regulatory—rendered all the
more so by the increasingly strict monitoring of its
flow, volume and movement within and between
Puja sites by the city’s police, security personnel
and local club volunteers. (See 1.56) That it never
descends to unruliness and disorder is what makes it
distinct from the volatile mass gatherings at football
matches, political rallies and demonstrations, or
religious fairs like the Kumbh Mela. What lends it
its special character is a mix of social classes and
cultural tastes, with suburban crowds blending with
those of the city, the working classes with layers
of the middle class, local Puja enthusiasts with a
growing component of national and foreign visitors,
as new initiatives have been floated to market the
Durga Puja as the city’s best-selling tourist event.

1.55 Posing for a photograph at the Bosepukur Shitala Mandir Puja, 2010
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1.56 Orderly, monitored crowd movement at the Badamtala Ashar Sangha Puja, Kalighat, 2010

The recent history of the festival has witnessed the
forming of a new creamy layer of spectators and
the cultivation of a public taste for authenticated
historical sites and art and craft productions. This
has resulted in marked shifts in the distribution of
viewing crowds across the space of the festival city,
as the ‘theme’ Pujas carved out their special touring
routes within the larger Puja map of the city, drawing
people away from the known pockets of fame and
popularity. A newspaper report in 2007 attempted
to chart this shifting spatial topography of crowds
on the night of Ashtami across the city’s pandals. It
placed at the head of the popularity chart the Pujas
of Suruchi Sangha in New Alipore, Badamtala Ashar
Sangha at Kalighat, and Mudiali and Shibmandir of
the Dhakuria Lake area, showing the numbers rising
at each of these sites as the night proceeded.72 This
list, the report clarified, cited only the new crowdpulling Pujas of the season, leaving out those older

ones already renowned and still undiminished in
their capacity for drawing mega-crowds.
It is significant that many among the pioneering creed
of contemporary Puja designers articulated their
intentions in terms of the new social viewership and
corporate sponsors they wished to attract through
their productions towards non-elite neighbourhoods.
For Amar Sarkar, who launched a new style of folk
art villages in a small Puja site at Barisha in Behala,
the stated aim was to pull crowds away from the elite
Pujas of south Kolkata and draw the attention of
‘corporate Kolkata’ to this socially humbler locality.73
Bandhan Raha, whose spectacular pandals made of
different organic materials (like earthen tea cups or
sugarcane fibre) put the Bosepukur Shitala Mandir
Puja at the nerve centre of the festival map of the
city, took great pride in the way he had reversed the
flow of crowds, and attracted high-end sponsors
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1.57 Traditional ekchala daker saj Durga image of the Maddox Square Puja, 2008

and advertisers of a kind who would once never
deign to look their way. There was a time not too
long ago, a Puja committee member recalled, when
the people from the poor and lower middle-class
neighbourhoods of Kasba flocked across the railway
lines and the then-newly constructed bridge to
the big Pujas of Gariahat, Rashbehari Avenue and
beyond. In a dramatic reversal of direction, the early
2000s saw the full force of the Puja crowds moving
across the bridge to Bosepukur to what had become
one of the most viewable new Pujas of the city.74
In 2001, it was the unprecedented rush and queues
of visitors at their earthen tea-cup pandal that
allegedly induced volunteers of the Bosepukur Puja
to charge spectators Rs. 20–50 each for putting them

at the head of the line. Similar allegations were also
afloat that year about older crowd-pulling Pujas,
like the one at Santosh Mitra Square, resorting to
the sale of guest cards to queuing spectators for
similar prices. What were presented as allegations
in the media were received as a positive suggestion
by the Santosh Mitra Square Puja Committee, and
they regularized this practice by selling visitor’s
cards for Rs. 50 each in advance—a sale of 10,000
such cards would then bring them an income of
Rs. 5 lakhs. Market research experts even came up
with the proposal that some of Kolkata’s star Pujas
could begin charging fees for foreign visitors and
setting aside special time slots each day when only
these special category viewers would be allowed into
their pandals.75 Was the city’s Durga Puja about to
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be transformed into a ticketed tourist phenomenon,
with special viewing slots for privileged categories
of paying spectators? Was the scheme of tickets
to be a means, not just of managing crowds and
increasing the funds of Puja committees, but
also of boosting the social prestige of organizers
and publics? Fortunately (or, some may well say,
unfortunately), such plans came to naught. That
none of these proposals came to be implemented
in the ensuing years comes as a reassertion of the
openness of this spectatorial event—its resilient
identity as the ‘festival for all’, and its resistance to
be divided into exclusive enclaves.76
Notations of artistic and social pedigree in this domain
have to be fought for and negotiated, in more subtle
ways, on a shifting topography of public tastes, viewer
profiles and neighbourhood identities. Star status
is a value that is continuously up for grabs, as old
claimants find themselves competing with a ceaseless
flow of new entrants into the ‘theme’ Puja circuit

1.58 Maddox Square Puja pandal adda, sponsored by Zee TV, 2008
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of current times. There are, of course, some select
Pujas, especially in south Kolkata, whose ‘elite’ status
directly devolves from the social distinctiveness of
the upper-class localities to which they belong. These
constitute exclusive spaces of clustering of the city’s
fashionable elite, young and old, where the viewers
themselves are on display as much as the pandals and
their goddesses. The Puja at Maddox Square, with
its resplendent and unfailingly traditional image of
Durga and famous pandal addas, has been the most
prominent of such Pujas (see 1.57, 1.58): a place
as much to see as to be seen in. With its location
within a South Kolkata elite neighbourhood, this
Puja has kept up its singular social status and appeal,
clinging to an unchanged old-style temple mandap
(open on all four sides to allow for the maximum
congregation of crowds), a traditional ekchala daker
saj goddess and an evening arati, performed by a
senior Kalighat priest, that continues to be one of its
biggest attractions. The changing times brought in
new kinds of sponsors and youth cultures to Maddox

1.59 Judges and spectators in
the narrow alley hosting the
Hatibagan Nabin Pally Puja,
Saptami morning, 2010

1.60 Women of the para celebrating the winning of an award at the Hatibagan Sarbojanin Puja, Saptami morning, 2010
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Square, transforming this Puja site into a youth
fashion show venue and televised addas sponsored, as
in 2008, by the Zee Bangla television channel.
But what became far more typical of the new
festivalscape of the city were another order of ‘art’
and ‘theme’ Pujas that began to densely proliferate
across a host of markedly non-elite, lower middleclass paras of the city. In all these cases, it was the
reputation of an established Puja designer and the
distinctiveness of his creation which became the
main means through which these small clubs and
localities staked their place on the festival map of
the city, and sought out social groups of viewers
and sponsors who would otherwise seldom find
themselves in those areas. Each year, the winning of
awards by these clubs also played a pivotal role in
drawing bigger and bigger crowds to these far-flung,
little-known quarters of the city.
As the pool of Puja prizes has kept expanding, so
has the media coverage and publicity surrounding
each of these. Their effects on Puja spectatorship are
intense and cumulative, as we find multiple award
schemes competing with each other to direct the
attention of the media and the flow of Puja spectators
towards their chosen Pujas. When the earliest of
these Puja awards, the Asian Paints Sharad Samman,
was initiated in 1985, its announcement of the three
best Pujas (selected for the best idol, best pandal and
the best lighting) would be announced on the final
day of the Pujas. Within the next decade, the time
of the prize announcements had moved forward to
the day of Ashtami and had become an important
factor in guiding the dynamics of mass movement
across the city on the last two nights of the festival.
Asian Paints also set a trend of viewers’ participation
in its award contest— viewers were invited to fill in
entry coupons and chose their own best three Pujas
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to match the final selections, for a cash prize. Today,
the Asian Paints ‘Sharad Samman’ has to jostle for
a place among an explosion of awards on offer and
several varieties of viewer’s voting contests, through
television channels and cellphone SMS networks.
There is also a race these days by all the different
groups of award-givers to announce their selections
of the prize-winning Pujas on television, in
newspapers, and on billboards by Saptami itself, the
first main day of the Pujas. One of the characteristic
sights of today’s festival city on the nights of Shashti
or through the morning and afternoon of Saptami
are of panels of judges (comprising of a mix of the
city’s senior cultural personalities with newer ‘page
three’ celebrities) doing their rounds of pandals,
welcomed and feted at every step by Puja organizers
and para residents.(See 1.59) Another common scene
on these same afternoons is of ecstatic jubilation
and dancing on the pandal site by neighbourhood
women, from the young to the middle-aged, when,
for instance, a television channel like Star Ananda
brings the tidings of the selection of their Puja
under their ‘Star’, ‘Superstar’ or ‘Megastar’ category.
(See 1.60) These performances are intended both
for live television airing and for the immediate
crowds of onlookers, and have become constitutive
of the media’s heightened role in the contemporary
festival. A key imperative of these early and multiple
prize announcements lies in generating a particular
momentum and direction to the phenomenon of
pandal-hopping, in continuously pumping new
energy into it, and in stretching out its flow over the
extended time-span and spatial graph of the Pujas. It
is with this frenzy of mass touring and spectatorship
that I will move from this chapter to the next, which
will feature the city of the festival from another
angle of civic regulations, public governance, and
contesting rights over urban spaces.

Notes
1 Sudeshna Banerjee, ‘Durga before the dhak beats fade’, The
Telegraph, Calcutta, 26 November 2007. Central to the
aural and visual culture of the Pujas are the beating of the

dhak and the presence of village dhakis (drummers who
flock in large numbers to the city to take up this seasonal
occupation).
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2 There is a long-standing scholarly as well as journalistic
discourse on the pivotal place of the Durga Puja in the
cultural life of Bengal, and of Bengali communities across
India and the world. The Bengali print and electronic
media (and lately, the local English media as well)
routinely wax eloquent on the umbilical emotive chord
that ties the city of Kolkata and Bengalis all over India
and the globe to the festival, creating the adage that you
can take Bengalis anywhere in the world but you cannot
take Durga Puja out of them. What is more recent
is a discourse, orchestrated largely by corporate and
advertising professionals, that talks of the Pujas as one of
the grandest festivals of the world and aspires for a global
branding and marketing of the event.
3 Reports in ABP, 28 and 29 September 1984, 13 October
1985; Raghab Bandopadhyay, ‘Barowari ar barchhey na’,
ABP, 29 September 1987.
4 A detailed mapping of all 141 wards of the KMC, with
street directories is provided in Kolkata, Kolkata: D.P.
Publications & Sales Concern, revised and corrected
edition, 2001, seventh impression, 2007. For a complete
ward by ward listing of all Durga Pujas of 2007 in the
KMC area, I am grateful to Mr. Prabir Mitra of CESC,
earlier of the West Bengal State Electricity Board
(WBSEB) and to Mr. Alapan Bandopadhyay, then Chief
Municipal Commissioner, KMC.
5 In 2007, the Bidhannagar Municipality had in its
records over 100 community Durga Pujas, for which it
was providing its own roster of regulations, licenses and
permissions on par with those of the KMC, and for which
there were a separate set of municipal and corporate
awards on offer by the late 2000s. A more specific count
of Durga Pujas was provided during 2011–2012 by the
newly-formed Police Commissionerate at Bidhannagar,
which included under its jurisdiction not just the 4
thanas of Bidhananagar (North, South, East and the
Electronic Complex) but an extended zone of 5 more
thanas at Lake Town, Baguihati, New Town Rajarhat and
the Airport complex at Dumdum. During the season of
2012, the office of Bidhannagar Police Commissionerate
mentioned that it had granted permissions for 283 Pujas
over this extended zone, and there were some 60 others
which took place, without their formal clearance due to
some incomplete paperwork.
6 This number of approximately 4,000 Durga Pujas in the
Kolkata and Greater Kolkata area tallied with the number
of city Pujas mentioned in the short promotional film on
the festival that was produced by Asian Paints in 2009
and screened on the occasion of the 25th anniversary
of its ‘Sharad Samman’ Puja award, at the Science City
Auditorium on 14 September, 2009. For more on this
award campaign and this anniversary celebration, see
Chapter 3.
7 During the mid 2000s, it became common for several
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of the larger Puja committees to have separate persons
handling publicity, dealing with sponsors and advertisers,
and creating websites on their Puja concepts for award
enlistments—as emerged, for instance, in my interviews
with Shakuntala Bhattacharya, who called herself the
‘Assistant Secretary of the Publicity and Communication
Department’ of the 25 Pally Puja Committee of
Khidirpur, on 21 September 2006, and with Anirban
Bose, General Secretary of the Jodhpur Park Sharadiya
Utsav Committee at the Jodhpur Park Puja site, on 3
September 2007.
Jugantar, 20 and 24 October 1958. Cited in Sandip
Bandyopadhyay, Durga Pujo: Borobari Thekey Barowari,
p. 37.
Tushar Sanyal, ‘Durgotsab: Tin dashaker tukro khobor’,
ABP, 1 October 1983, reports on comparative budgets
and expenses of Barawari Pujas in the city of the past
and present, and places the estimated collective Puja
expenditure of that year against a rough estimate of a
spending of Rs. 5 lakhs by 60 Barowari Pujas in the city
in 1963.
Report in ABP, 25 September 1987, which referred to the
College Square Puja as having one of the biggest budgets
that year, exceeding Rs. 4 lakhs.
Interview with Suman Chatterjee, Working President of
the Babubagan Club Puja, on 15 September 2003. This
Puja, which began in 1961 as the Dhakuria Sarbojanin
Durgotsav, is organized by a local club which still calls
itself the Dhakuria Cultural Centre.
Subhro Niyogi, ‘At Rs.123 crores, Puja spend(ing) touches
new high this year’, Times of India, Calcutta Times, 27
October 2012.
‘Puja Guide’, The Telegraph, Friday Salt Lake supplement,
Calcutta, 19 October 2012.
A detailed overview of the new kinds of corporate
advertising, awards campaigns, sponsorship and ‘eventmanagement’ of the Durga Pujas in Kolkata is provided in
a special issue of India Today (Bangali edition), September
25, 2006, on the theme ‘Pujo Jekhaney Ponyo’, with a
lead article by Manisha Dasgupta, ‘Pujor Bipanan,
Bipananer Pujo’, pp. 21–5.
‘Ananda Plabaneyi Ekakar Utsaber Shilpa o Larai’, ABP,
October 19, 2007.
Interview with Anirban Bose, General Secretary of
the Jodhpur Park Sharadiya Utsav Committee, on 3
September 2007. There were later complaints from the
Puja committee about their experience with Kolkata TV
turning sour, with a hold up of almost Rs 11 lakhs of
post-Puja payment to the committee, as the television
channel’s fortunes plummeted. By the end of the 2000s,
gateway installations put up by different advertisers
had begun to take over the approach to all the heavily
sponsored Pujas. The charges for these gateways move
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upwards from Rs. 30,000–80,000 and more, depending
on the neighbourhood and the closeness of these structures
to the main pandal, with their installation and lighting
costs borne by the Puja committees. While several primelocation Pujas are still opting for single big sponsors like
the Times of India group, the bulk of Puja organizers seem
to prefer multiple sponsors as a more secure and lucrative
source of funds.
‘Durga Puja goes corporate’, The Telegraph, Calcutta, 26
July 2008. Interview with Sayantan Pathak, member of
IFSD and Badamtala Ashar Sangha Puja Committee, 14
September 2010.
For instance, the event management firm Offbeat
introduced that year a new contest for dhakis called the
‘Rhythm Dhaker Ladai’, giving Rs. 20,000, 15,000 and
10,000 as first, second and third prizes to competing
groups of drummers (along with Rs. 10,000, 7,000
and 5,000 to the Puja committees employing these
drummers), with a view to aiding the poor rural dhakis
who take on this seasonal occupation every Puja. Manisha
Dasgupta, ‘Pujor Bipanan, Bipananer Pujo’, p. 24.
Discussion with Kausthuv Bhadra, then Director, Mudra
Communications, Kolkata, 19 August 2009.
‘Formula 3 for Festivity’, The Telegraph, Calcutta, 17
September 2006; Anirban Das Mahapatra, ‘Puja in the
times of the Net’, The Telegraph, Calcutta, 1 October,
2006. The competitive status of a Puja and the social
resources of a neighbourhood came to be reflected in
its access to this new form of web promotion. Thus, in
2006, while the Abasar Sarbojanin Puja on Townsend
Road used a segment of its Rs. 7 lakh budget to organize
a press conference and screen a short film on their ‘sand
sculpture’ theme for the year at Saturday Club, and the
66 Pally Club of Kalighat floated a website with the
financial and technical help of NRI para networks, the
Lake Pally Club of Santoshpur regretted that they were
not able to mobilize adequate funds to get a website
designed.
This belt of the older colonial city—around Alipore,
Park Street, Camac Street, Loudon and Rawdon Street,
Chowringhee, Esplanade and BBD Bagh—hosts few
Pujas and remains outside the festival topography.
By the mid 2000s, something akin to Kolkata-style
‘theme’ Pujas and award-contests had begun to spread
through different parts of New Delhi, from Mayur Vihar
and Model Town to Safdarjang Enclave, Chittaranjan
Park and Surajkund, near Faridabad, with budgets that
were three to four times higher than the most ostentatious
Kolkata Pujas. One measure of this higher outflow of
funds was the Times of India ‘Durga Devi Namastute’
award that was begun in 2005 with a first prize of 1
lakh, when the highest Puja prize denominations in
Calcutta were between Rs.25,000 to 50,000. See, ‘“Nari
Shakti” bags TOI pandal award’, and ‘Tribute to a living
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tradition’, Times City, New Delhi, Times of India, 30
September 2006, 20 October 2007.
		There is also nothing comparable in Kolkata’s Durga
Pujas to the ostentations and scale of funds that flow
from politicians, underworld dons and film stars into
the Mumbai Ganapati festival. The city’s most expensive
Pujas cannot compete in their wealth with Mumbai’s
‘richest Ganapati’ of the GSV Seva Mandal, which in
2011 was said to have received Rs, 5.75 crores in cash,
and ornaments worth Rs. 15 crores. Shashi Baliga, ‘On
either side of Ganesha’, The Hindu Magazine, Sunday, 16
September 2012.
22 In a move from the inner idol-making worksheds to
public street sites, some prominent Puja organizers are
now using the day of the Rathajatra festival to formally
announce the inauguration of their Durga Puja season.
23		 Interview with Sanatan Rudra Pal at his Ultadanga idolmaking workshop, also called the Jayanti Art Museum,
31 August 2003, 20 September 2004.
24		 The full annual cycle of Pujas in Bengal, the varying tempo
of seasonal demands for different kinds of idols at the
workshops of Kumartuli, and the centrality of the Durga
Puja, seconded by Kali Puja, in the work calendar of idol
makers, is laid out in Moumita Sen, Enframing Kumartuli;
A Study in Space, Practice and Images, M.Phil. dissertation,
Jadavpur University and the Centre for Studies in Social
Sciences, Calcutta, June 2011, pp. 29–33.
25 During the period of my study, this was true of the
most sought-after Puja designers in the contemporary
festival field—like Amar Sarkar, Gopal Poddar, Dipak
Ghosh, Bhabatosh Sutar, Sushanta Pal, Prasanta Pal
or Shibshankar Das. Their careers and productions are
discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
26 In 2007, the Jodhpur Park Puja committee mentioned
that they had received ‘design quotations’ from 13
designers and pandal-makers, which were considered by 10
members of the core committee before they approached
Dipak Ghosh and placed their bets on a Himachal temple
replica design he proposed. Dipak Ghosh, who resides and
runs his graphic design studio in the vicinity and specializes
in exact replicas of historic architecture (see Chapter 5),
began his Puja designing career in 2001 at Jodhpur Park
when he had first approached the Puja with a design of a
ruined zamindari mansion. Thereafter, he made his mark
on the festival scene out of his work for this Puja.
27 Interview with pandal makers, Anjan Pal of Pal
Decorators of Shantipur, Nadia, at the College Square
Puja, 13 September 2006, and Sukesh Mondal of Mondal
Decorators of EC Block, Salt Lake, at the FD Block Puja,
Salt Lake, 15 September 2007.
28 Interview with the copy-writing and creative team (with
Sudipta Aich Bhowmick, Souvik Misra and the head of
the firm, Abeer Chakrabarty) of Bates, Kolkata, at the
firm office, 5 August 2011.
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29 This became evident from the interviews we conducted
over different years with Puja committee members
in several small non-elite neighbourhoods—like
Telengabagan near Ultadanga, Lalabagan at Maniktala,
Nabin Pally and Nalin Sarkar Street at Hatibagan (all
in north and north-east Kolkata), the 25 Pally Club at
Khidirpur (in west Kolkata), the Rajdanga Naba Uday
Sangha and Bosepukur Shitala Mandir clubs of Kasba (in
east Kolkata) or the Ajeya Sanghati and 41 Pally clubs of
Haridebpur (in the deep south). The availability of young
people in these paras and the socio-economic profile of
its residents, many of whom run local shops or small
businesses, allows for a particular investment of time and
passion for organizing the Pujas.
		 This is in marked contrast to elite localities like Ekdalia or
Jodhpur Park, where the equivalent age groups either live
abroad or in other Indian cities, or are employed in highlevel professions that allow little time for such activity.
For instance, with Anirban Bose of the Jodhpur Park
Sharadiya Utsav Committee (interviewed on 3 September
2007), we had a different social category of Puja organizer
in keeping with the character of the neighbourhood.
At 29, he was an associate regional manager of ICICI
Prudential Bank, but took pride in the time he carved out
for planning and seeking sponsors for his parar Puja. He
bemoaned the lack of similar involvement with the Pujas
of today’s younger generation at Jodhpur Park, leaving the
Puja organizing primarily in the hands of older residents,
leading often to bitter frictions between the older and
newer generation of committee members.
30 Arup Biswas, ‘Mission Durga Pujo, Start Basanta
Panchami-tei’, ABP, 3 October 2011.
31 Times of India, Calcutta Times, 27 August 2011.
32 While a number of mega Pujas like Arup Biswas’ Suruchi
Sangha Puja at New Alipore present a highly managerial
and systematized picture of their organizational activities,
as is apparently the requirement of today’s brand of
theme Pujas, the archetypal picture of a standard parar
Puja is of a spontaneous and chaotic coming together of
a mixed bag of local die-hard Puja enthusiasts. For them,
‘it’s not just about organizing a community event…It’s
about defeating the mundane, rising above 9 to 5 jobs,
finding appreciation in the eyes of pandal-hoppers, giving
interviews and feeling like a star’. Kundan Chakrabarty,
‘Festive Fervour (A peek into the behind-the-scene action
that goes in to the making of a barowari Durga Puja)’,
Graphiti, The Telegraph Magazine, 14 October 2007,
provides one of several such light-hearted accounts, with
animated illustrations by Debasish Deb.
33 Durga Puja’s arrival on Facebook began to make special
news from 2008, with a forerunner here being the
Bakulbagan Sarbojanin Durgotsav committee, which put
up its 81-year-old history that year on Facebook, along
with its theme production for that season on the Vitthala

temple of Hampi. Poulomi Banerjee, ‘Facebook address
for autumn festival’, The Telegraph, Calcutta, 26 August
2008; ‘Devi now logged on FB’, Times of India, Calcutta
Tines, 27 August 2011.
34 Ramratna Pathak, Durgotsab, pp. 4-8, 14-15.
35 Srijata, ‘Dharma Jokhon Utsab’, in India Today (Bengali
edition), 25 September 2006.
36 ‘Crowd-pull Policy’, The Telegraph, Friday Salt Lake
supplement, Calcutta, 28 September 2007.
37 Now it no longer surprises us to find banners of Pujas
from distant corners in the north and south-west of the
city, like Tala Park and Behala, coming up in the Gariahat
region, or an advertisement for a Puja of Beleghata vying
for attention in the crowded Park Circus circle.
38 Interview with Sabyasachi Dasgupta, producer of the
Kolkata TV ‘Maha Pujo’ campaign, 9 October 2006. He
had been earlier associated with the rival Star Ananda
‘Megastar-Superstar’ programme, and drew heavily on
that experience in conceiving and running the 2006
Kolkata TV contest on a slightly bigger scale, ensuring
that he had better manpower and infrastructural support
than he had had at Star Ananda in conducting the final
rounds of judging and selection. Rivalry between Puja
clubs and their productions gets reproduced in the
equally fervid competitive politics of these television
sponsors.
39 The claims of a non-partisan fair judgement is important
for all sponsors, and accordingly, Kolkata TV kept the
two Pujas at Jodhpur Park and 66 Pally Kalighat that it
was wholly sponsoring out of this Maha Pujo contest.
40 These particular fabrications, and the labour and logic
of their elaborate simulations of historic architecture, are
discussed in Chapter 5.
41 The former was the production of the architectural replica
specialist Dipak Ghosh, the latter of the film set designer
Rono Banerjee, who had made his name in simulating
entire settings of ruined temples and forts in jungles, which
became the big crowd-pullers at Pujas like Badamatala
Ashar Sangha and Behala Natun Dal.
42 There is a continuous commentary on Durga Puja
becoming primarily a festival of consumerism, whereby
along with various products and services on offer, the
Puja itself becomes a prime object of consumption. See,
for example, India Today (Bengali edition), 25 September
2006, on the theme ‘Pujo Jekhaney Ponyo’, and Anjan
Ghosh, ‘Durga Puja: A Consuming Passion’, Seminar, no
559, March 2006.
43 ‘If it’s all about money, so be it’, The Telegraph, Calcutta,
20 September 2003, cited in Sudeshna Banerjee, Durga
Puja: Celebrating the Goddess Then and Now, p.61.
44 Puja Power, A Brandwatch Bengal Series, 2011, Vol.1.
‘Mapping the Festive Spirit’, Kolkata: ABP, July 2011,
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compiled and edited by Anutapa Bera, Research and
Market Intelligence, ABP and GFK Mode. I am grateful
to Ram Ray of the advertising firm Response, for bringing
this volume to my attention.
Jean Baudrillard, The System of Objects, trans. James
Benedict, first published 1968, London: Verso, 1996, pp.
178, 187–90 (emphasis mine).
I refer here specifically to the Boroline advertisements
appearing in ABP on 11 and 16 October 1980, where the
focal theme is Aithijhya (Tradition/Heritage), where this
scented antiseptic cream (which was then marking half a
century of its manufacture) was said to be as deeply a part
of Bengali tradition as the Devi was part of these age-old
artistic and iconographic traditions. (See 1.25)
‘Not a commercial affair’, The Statesman, Calcutta, 25
September 2006. The article is based on interviews with
both veteran ad professionals like Ram Ray of Response
and younger professionals like Souvik Misra of Bates and
Kaustuv Bhadra of Mudra, Kolkata, who all voiced the
same preference for the ‘soft feel’ Puja advertisements of
the past and commented on the lack of creativity and
innovation in the advertising clutter of the present.
Interview with Joy Aich Bhowmick and Souvik Misra
of Bates 141, 5 August 2011, and with Ram Ray of
Response, 31 August, 2011.
These examples are all drawn from the cover story by
Sumanto Chattopadhyay, Creative Director, Ogilvy and
Mather, South Asia, called ‘The Divine Network’ which
talks of how ‘The Thakur family’s annual vacation is a
tech-savvy affair this year’, in Graphiti, The Telegraph
Magazine, 2 October 2011.
Chandrima S. Bhattacharya, in ‘Living the Pujas’,
Graphiti, The Telegraph Magazine, 1 October 2006, pens
a witty account of such a build-up to a city-wide ‘image
makeover’, one that spreads from the ads, promos and
campaigns to the ‘theme’ Pujas of every neighbourhood
and to herself as a consumer.
‘Bigger, Better, Longer Puja’, The Telegraph, Calcutta, 14
October 2007.
For a satirical take on these inaugurations and the way
Puja organizers were searching the whole country with
a fine-tooth comb for ‘openers’ for their ‘four day long
innings’, see The Statesman, Notebook, Calcutta, 25
September 2006.
It is worth noting that, in the mid 2000s, the rush for
inaugurations by politicians, celebrities and newsmakers
of all kinds were marking out the older styles of Puja
as against the newer genre of ‘art’ Pujas which saw
themselves as reaching out to a different kind of public
and kept away from such publicity gimmicks. Currently,
these distinctions have disappeared as the Chief Minister
and the Governor’s competing race for inaugurations
have taken over all high-profile Pujas, and have brought
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all artist-designed Pujas within its fold. Newspapers are
now flooded with photographs of Mamata Banerjee’s
Puja inaugurations, especially in clubs directly patronized
by Trinamool Congress ministers and councillors. See, for
example, ‘Mamatamay Udbodhan’ [a pun on the name
that means mercy and kindness], ABP, 8 October 2013.
54 A newspaper report of 1985 takes us on a mind-boggling
journey past a 68 feet high combination of the Konarak
and Thanjavur temple at Mohammed Ali Park, a 100 feet
high Buland Darwaza of Fatehpur Sikri at the Ekdalia
Evergreen Puja and the Delhi Red Fort near Wellington
Square, and thereafter to the Russian Bolshoi Theatre,
the Moscow National Library and the new Paris Airport
Terminal all cropping up on the streets of Sealdah,
Beleghata and Howrah. Debashish Bandyopadhyay,
‘Pujoy notun ki kora jay tar beporoya proyas’ ABP, 20
October 1985
55 For an analysis of the early face of the new art profile of
the festival, with studies of four diverse types of ‘theme’
Pujas strewn across four equally diverse neighbourhoods,
see my article, ‘From Spectacle to Art: The Changing
Aesthetics of Durga Puja in Contemporary Calcutta’ in
Art India (The Art News Magazine of India), special issue
on ‘The Festival Aesthetic’, Volume IX, Issue III, Quarter
III, 2004, reprinted in Pratapaditya Pal, ed., The Goddess:
The Power and the Glory, pp.54–81.
56 Swati Chattopadhyay, ‘Fungible Geographies’ in
Unlearning the City, Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2012, pp.228–9. She quotes from Mary
Prat Brady, ‘The Fungibility of Borders’, Nepantla: Views
from the South, 1:1, 200, pp.170–91.
57 The heading of a Bengali newspaper article—Debashish
Bhattacharya, ‘Chena Rastaye Hariye Jawar Din’ ABP, 29
September, 1987—aptly captures the spirit of these Puja
tours.
58 Timothy Mitchell, ‘The World as Exhibition’,
Comparative Studies in History and Society, Vol. 31, No.
9, 1989, reprinted as ‘Orientalism and the Exhibitionary
Complex’, in Donald Preziosi, ed. The Art of Art History:
A Critical Anthology, Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1998, pp. 460–61.
59 The original Bengali essay, titled ’Pujor Kolkatar
Bikolpolok’, was published in Baromas, Sharadiya, 1997.
The English translation by Manas Ray appears in Amit
Chaudhuri, ed., Memory’s Gold: Writings on Calcutta,
New Delhi: Penguin/Viking, 2008, pp 291-304.
60 Michel Foucault, ‘Of Other Spaces’, trans. by Jay
Miskoweic, Diacritics, Spring 1986, pp. 22–7. The text
is based on a lecture given by Foucault in 1967, which
was posthumously published in the French journal,
Architecture-Mouvement-Continuite, in October 1984.
61 Ibid., pp. 25–6.
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62 Discussed in my essay, ‘From Spectacle to Art’, Marg
reprint, pp. 65–7.
63 ‘Summons for Potter Pandal’, and ‘Pandal wins reprieve’,
in The Telegraph, Calcutta, 11 and 13 October 2007. The
paradox of the copyright violation charges brought by
Penguin India, as the distributor of Harry Potter books
in India, against this festival remake, and the pyrrhic
triumph of the local copy over these charges is dealt with
in my article, ‘Conceits of the Copy: Travelling Replicas
in Colonial and Postcolonial India’, in Partha Chatterjee,
Tapati Guha-Thakurta and Bodhisattva Kar, ed., New
Cultural Histories of India: Materiality and Practices, New
Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2014.
64 This rift was particularly manifest in the case of the
main Jodhpur Park Puja, especially in 2002, when
massive external crowds at the splendid replica of
the Dilwara temple of Mount Abu created here by
|Dipak Ghosh, disallowed local residents from giving
their morning anjali on Ashtami morning. The
animosities in this neighbourhood have a long history,
resulting in the late 2000s in a bitter legal battle over
custody of the park Puja between older residents and
the Puja committee.
65 Swati Chattopadhyay, ‘Fungible Geographies’, p. 220.
66 ‘Puja challenge for new Kolkata police set-up’, Times
News Network, 30 August 2011. Kolkata Durga Puja
Road Map, 2011.
67 ABP, September 30, 2011. Mamata Banerjee’s ‘art
work’ (something she claims to have done ‘in no time
at all’) that went on these Kolkata and Bidhananagar
Police Commissionerate Puja Guide Maps of 2012 was
an eye-sore, but had to be featured by her police force
in tune with the new political order of the day. What
seemed particularly jarring was its inclusion on covers

that had earlier featured works of artists like Jamini Roy,
Ramananda Bandopadhyay, Prakash Karmakar, or K.G.
Subramanian.
68 John Frow, ‘Tourism and the Semiotics of Nostalgia’ in
Time and Commodity Culture: Essays in Cultural Theory
and Postmodernity, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997, p. 93.
69 To quote a 2004 Internet service provider banner on the
street, Hetey noi, netey dekhun. The humourous rhyming
of the words ‘hetey’ (walking) and ‘netey’ (on the net) is
lost in translation.
70 The Telegraph, Calcutta, 25 October 2001.
71 ‘Aaj Ashtami’, Times of India, Calcutta Times,,
2 October 2007.
72 ‘Mahashtamir Janasrot’, ABP, 19 October 2007.
73		Interview with designer Amar Sarkar, at the awardwinning Barisha Shrishti Puja, Behala, 19 September
2002.
74 Interview with designer Bandhan Raha and Subir Ghosh,
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